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editorial

D

avid Wells puts his finger on a spiritual problem in
the church of the West when he points out that God
“rests inconsequentially upon us”. The God who is
worshiped by many church-goers today seems less
intimidating than the almighty, all-glorious Being who was
the object of our forefathers’ devotion. The new God seems
more interested in our happiness, more concerned to affirm
us, and appears to be alienated from no one. He is unsure
about the future, uncertain of ethical boundaries and is apparently everybody’s friend. A new, warm, fuzzy spirituality
seems to be the order of the day.
Nowhere is the presence of this new version of God –
“God-Lite” – more apparent than in what passes for contemporary worship. Although worship by definition is meant to
be God-centred, the emphasis has swung subtly from divine
homage to consumer satisfaction.
Worship services are now evaluated in terms of their ability to meet worshippers’ needs rather than in pleasing the
Triune God. Heart-felt confession and prayer have been marginalised. So impoverished is our understanding of deity that
God is commonly referred to by the simple generic title
“God” or “Father God”. “Lord” seems to be the only other
choice of preference. The sense of adoration and wonder that
were characteristic of the early church fathers needs to be
recaptured. We need the deep Trinitarian convictions of
Gregory Nazianzen who said: “When I say God, I mean
Father, Son and Holy Spirit.”
One of the most important things that the modern church
needs to recall is that the capacity to name someone or something in the ancient Near East implies authority over the one
named. Adam’s capacity to name the animals was a sign of his
power over them. However, only God was ever allowed to
name Himself. Humans are forbidden to name Him; He
must be worshiped as He is in His own self-revelation. This
means that all attempts to re-construct, re-shape and re-imagine God fall under the prohibition of His law (Deuteronomy
5:6-10). Modernising our understanding of God is fraught
with peril because, as the psalmist warns us, we tend to reconceptualise Him in our own image when we attempt to do
so (Psalm 50:21). We must worship God as He is.
Peter Hastie ap
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Wrong way: go back
Dispelling a diverse collection of modern heresies

D

r Gerald Bray is a professor of
theology who holds the Anglican
Chair of Divinity at Beeson
Divinity School in Birmingham,
Alabama. Dr Bray has a D.Litt from the
University of Paris-Sorbonne and is an
ordained minister in the Church of
England.
Dr Bray teaches church history, historical theology, and Latin. A prolific author,
Dr Bray has published many scholarly
articles and books, including The Doctrine
of God in the Contours of Christian
Theology series (of which he is also the
general editor) and Creeds, Councils, and
Christ (Christian Focus Publications).
His book, Biblical Interpretation: Past and
Present (IVP), was voted one of the 10
books every pastor should read. He has
also written three volumes in the Ancient
Christian Commentary Series (IVP) and
has edited both the Anglican Canons
1529-1947 (Boydell and Brewer) and
Tudor Church Reform (Boydell and
Brewer) which contains the Henrician
Canons of 1535. He is currently editing
the convocation records of the Churches
of England and Ireland from the 14th to

Gerald Bray
talks to

Peter Hastie
the 19th centuries. Dr Bray attends an
Anglican and a Presbyterian Church in
Birmingham.

Christians often feel threatened
when church leaders start referring to
God in new ways or with different
terminology. Should we be worried
about this and the controversies that
develop over God?
I think there are two ways of looking at
this. On the one hand, of course, we
should always be worried about any discussion of God that implies that He is
anything less than eternal in His nature.
As Christians we believe that God is eternal and immutable: He is forever the
same. This means that when people
change their way of speaking about Him
we have to ask: to what extent does this
also involve a change of content in what
they’re saying about God? Are they
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implying that He is no longer the same?
So I think we do have legitimate concerns
when people start talking about God in
new and unconventional ways.
On the other hand, I think it’s good
when people are actually talking about
God, even if they are doing it in ways that
may seem rather dubious to us. The apostle Paul says it’s necessary that heresy
should arise so that the truth will be made
clear. I think it’s inevitable that issues will
come up. It’s part of human nature to be
curious and to want explanations for
things. People will always have questions,
especially about God. I think we should
always welcome the opportunity to talk
about God with others. We just need to be
sure about our own understanding of God
– for instance, that He is the unchanging
God. We have to remain firm about that.

C. Fitzsimons Alison, a former
bishop of South Carolina, has said
that heresies about God, particularly
heresies relating to the great creedal
statements of the early church about
Jesus Christ, are cruel. How is heresy
about God cruel?

Actually, I have discussed this matter
with the good bishop himself. Fitzsimons
Alison suggested that the creeds and the
confessions of the early church are meant
to be guides to salvation. They are like
signposts that guide our feet on the road
that leads to eternal life. If we remove
them, it’s like taking away important road
signs that give us vital information. For
instance, if there’s a sign that says there’s
a sharp bend ahead and you remove it,
you’re putting people at risk. It’s often the
case that many people don’t see the danger there and they quite literally go over
the edge.
The bishop’s point is that it’s actually
cruel to take away these signposts that are
crucial for our safety and protection. The
way heretics usually do this seems quite
innocent – they present their views as a
new line of thought which no one has ever
thought about before, or they suggest that
their ideas are actually an improvement on
present formulations of our understanding about God.
However, the reality is that heretics
often take an aspect of the truth, distort it,
then claim that they’re doing this in order
to rectify some error that has occurred
over the centuries which they have now
put right. What usually happens, of
course, is that they shift the balance and
end up ignoring other aspects of the truth.
Sadly, people are hoodwinked by this and
buy into something which sounds good
but turns out to be false. That’s why
heresy is cruel: it’s intended to be kind
and helpful but it’s denying us crucial
information. I suppose you could compare it to going to the doctor when you’ve
got only six months to live, but your doctor doesn’t want to tell you and so he says:
“Come on back in six months’ time, we’ll
see how you are then!” I think we’d all
have a problem with that sort of doctor.

People in the Western church seem to
be redefining God. It has become
common to portray Him as kinder,
gentler, and less threatening. Does
this new version bear any resemblance to the God of the Bible?
No, the new version of God is an aberration. My own view is that the kinder,
gentler view of God is both interesting
and dangerous. It’s the view of popular
religion in America. If you watch Oprah,
for instance, it’s the sort of view of God
that will emerge on her show.
Interestingly, we had an Afro-American
preacher in our chapel recently who spent
most of his time condemning Oprah. In
fact, what was quite remarkable to us was

that: a) no one in our chapel would ever
admit to having watched Oprah, and, b)
Oprah’s black, so no white person could
say anything about her without sounding
somehow racist. But that didn’t stop our
black brother! He just let rip! He said
Oprah was coming out with a completely
false view of God. And he had a point.
Of course, Oprah’s not the only person doing this; but she is a very prominent
opinion leader and I could see why he singled her out. But this isn’t just the work of
one or two people like Oprah; it’s a general trend. And I think it’s a perfectly
understandable trend in every age because
people like a god they can live with. This
was true in New
Te s t a m e n t
times;
the
Heretics often
Pharisees moditake an aspect
fied the law to
of the truth,
make it somedistort it, then
thing they could
claim that
carry out withthey’re doing
out any great
pain to themthis to rectify
selves. And I
some error.
think that tendency is something we find in every generation.
But the God of the Bible says: “My
thoughts are not your thoughts, neither
are my ways your ways. As the heavens
are above the earth so are my thoughts
above your thoughts and my ways above
your ways.” And I think that’s what we
have to remember. Everything you say
about God, however true it is, is ultimately challenged by God. And God will
work on us and shatter the idols that we
construct because He won’t allow
Himself to be cut down to our size.

Why has the traditional understanding of God been replaced with a deity
that is more centred on us, less interested in obedience, supportive of all
religions, and on everyone’s side?
I think the main force that has led to
this, from a theological point of view, is
that our view of God has become merely
a projection of human desires and human
values. I think this largely goes back to
Freudian and Jungian psychology where
the whole concept of religion and theology is basically a projection of human
desires and wishes and so on.
While all idolatry is essentially a projection of our desires into a god-figure, this
modern view of God has been legitimised
in the minds of many by pseudo-scientific
support from modern psychology. It’s not
uncommon to hear people represent reli-

gion in this way as though God exists just
for us. Unfortunately, even people who
wouldn’t subscribe to this view are nevertheless caught up in it because that’s the
world we live in and because it sounds
good.
However, I can understand why some
folk have felt led to question the more traditional understanding of God. They
claim that the traditional picture of God
as almighty, glorious, etc. was used by
many people to justify some rather cruel
things and injustices like apartheid. And
they want to get away from that. They
think that developing a milder, gentler
view of God will correct what they see as
an imbalance in the past. And there is
probably a little bit of truth in that. It’s
really a question of balance. The important thing is not to create a god of our
own liking. The God we worship must be
the God of Scripture.

What are the influences that have led
to the push for the feminisation of
God? Is it right to think that God is
“He”?
Again, I think the push to feminise
God has its roots in modern psychology.
Many of the ideas in current psychology
are closely linked to our understanding of
sexuality. The modern feminist movement
has re-examined notions of traditional
sexuality as it has tried to define the rights
of women. In a sense, it was almost
inevitable that this was going to happen
with God as well.
Personally, I think that things have
gone too far in this direction. When modern scholars try to argue that the essential
equality that exists between the sexes
implies that there is no fundamental difference, they have gone further than they
should. They haven’t worked out yet that
it’s possible to be equal, but different.
And indeed the classical Christian doctrine of the Trinity defends that position.
It explains how you can have three equal
persons – equally eternal, equally absolute
– and yet different. Mind you, some people find that the concept of “equal but different” is very difficult to grasp.
On the question of whether God
should be regarded as He, She or It, I
think there we have to say that the Bible
has regarded God as He insofar as the
male pronoun has always been used of
Him. This is a simple fact in Scripture as
well as being the universal teaching of the
Christian church. I also think it’s important to state that the Bible’s use of the
masculine pronoun for God is not rooted
in any male bias. We need to remember
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that female imagery is also used in the
Bible, in particular of the believer and of
the church. I like to remind zealous feminists of this fact when they demand that
we feminise God. I say, “If I can be a bride
of Christ, then surely you can be a son of
God!” On other occasions I have asked
them: “Why do you push to make God
female but you never do the same for the
devil?” You see the devil always remains
masculine and no one ever complains
about that!
The fact that we may not be able to
explain fully why we should retain masculine references to God misses the point.
My fear is that if you give up a Scriptural
way of referring to God, it can have a
knock-on effect in other areas that are
not immediately obvious.
Of course, if a man goes around saying, “God is male and therefore I’m more
like God than any woman”, I mean, that’s
quite clearly wrong because the Bible says
it’s wrong. In Genesis 1:27 it says quite
clearly, God made Adam and Eve in His
image – both of them. So, you know, any
defence of male chauvinism or patriarchy
is ruled out in the first chapter of Genesis,
and I think that’s quite clear there. It’s
really a question of a very intricate set of
inter-relationships, metaphor and imagery
and so on.
What I say to people if they want to
change one part of it is this: “Stand back
and look at the whole picture.” The fact is
that the Bible uses masculine pronouns
and mainly masculine imagery to refer to
God, and female imagery to refer to his
people or the church. The church is
referred to as the “bride of Christ”. Again,
in the book of Hosea the prophet is told
to go and marry a prostitute because she
was the symbol of disobedient Israel. I
mean, this is something which is very
deeply rooted in Scripture. And you don’t
go around changing Scripture just to satisfy 21st century ideas of political correctness. Playing around with the Bible can
have unforeseen consequences if you are
not careful.

The Bible says that God cannot be
seen and He dwells in unapproachable light. Further, His thoughts are
beyond our understanding. Is it possible to know anything about Him?
Well, of course, this is an age-old question. And traditional theology provides
basically two answers. First, it says that we
can know something about God from our
own rational reflections on the world
around us. And second, it says that we can
also know about God because He has
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spoken to us and told us about Himself in
the Bible.
On the first point, I think traditional
reformed theology has tended to be rather
negative about the quality of the information that we can discover about the character of God from the creation. However,
I think the Bible gives us some grounds
for thinking that we can discover something useful there. For instance, in Psalm
19 it says, “The heavens declare the glory
of God and the firmament shows His
handiwork”. I
think this sugWhy do gests that it is not
feminists push beyond the wit of
man to go out
to make God
and say, “Well,
female, but someone must
never do the have made this”.
same for the
But, of course,
devil? that doesn’t take
us
very
far
because such a
limited theology resembles the kind of
thinking that you might have if you sit in
an airport and try to work out a person’s
character, beliefs and intentions from simply observing their skin colour and the
type of clothes they are wearing. It’s true,
you may be able to make a number of educated guesses about these things, but you
really can’t know anything for sure unless
the person reveals him/herself to you.
Unless they communicate directly with
you, you can’t know at an in-depth, personal level.

If so, is there any point in Christians
advancing the traditional proofs for
the existence of God?
There are a number of things I should
say about this. The first relates to the
word “proofs”. Using this is misleading
because the notion of proof suggests that
there is no possible opposition or dissent
from the evidence that is presented for
God’s existence. I’d prefer not to use the
word “proof” and stick with the term
“evidence” or “supporting evidence”.
I think the Christian philosopher at
Oxford, Professor Richard Swinburne,
has been helpful in this regard by showing
that while the notion of proof is inappropriate in this situation, there is nevertheless a lot of supporting evidence that can
be brought forward in support of the existence of God. His line, which I accept, is
precisely this: that the so-called proofs are
simply supports; they cohere with belief
in God, and if you put them together, they
make a powerful case.
The second point that I would make is
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this: I think the Bible is clear that the only
way we can truly know God is if God
reveals Himself to us, and this is true even
of orthodox believers. I think the classic
example in this case is Saul of Tarsus who
was converted on the road to Damascus.
As you know, Saul believed all the right
things about God in a general sense; no
one could possibly criticise his theology.
But he still didn’t know God in a personal
way. And his conversion reminds us that
it’s not enough to believe in God’s existence and to recognise certain truths
about Him. If we are to really know God,
then He must speak to us and reveal
Himself through His word. That’s the
nature of a relationship with a personal
Being.

So it’s not just a question of having an
objective revelation in the creation –
it’s also got to be communicated to us
personally through God’s word and
Spirit?
That’s right. The Christian claim is that
we know God in a way which surpasses
what can be known by the human mind
alone. It doesn’t deny that there are things
which can be known by the human mind.
But it simply says we have something
more than that, that our knowledge of
God is a knowledge which is only comprehensible in terms of a personal relationship with God. Our knowledge of
God is not restricted or defined by purely
scientific investigation; it’s not simply
information that we gather through
observation of an objective being. It goes
beyond that.

God’s thoughts and ways are above
ours. How relevant is it to use logic,
reason and analogy about them?
I think it’s perfectly proper to use
logic, reason and analogy about God
because God has revealed Himself in this
way in the Scriptures: “Come, let us reason together,” says the Lord. Obviously,
God does not engage in irrational conversation. Having said this, I think we should
also realise that reason is merely a tool; it’s
a means, not an end. And as long as we use
it as a tool, it’s a very good servant. It’s
when we no longer use it as a tool and try
to make it a master that we fail. Reason
was never intended to be an objective god
in itself. It is simply a process; it is a
method that we use to help us discover
the truth. It’s not the truth itself.
I think it’s helpful to remember that a
person can seem rational and yet be evil
too. People don’t find that easy to accept
but some of the greatest criminals and

tyrants of all time were apparently rational
people; it’s just that they were devoted to
evil. So I think we need to acknowledge
that and say “Well, yes, these things are
right and proper in their place.” So, with
those qualifications in mind about the
limits of reason, I think the Bible teaches
us that it is a legitimate tool to use in
thinking about God.

Why are so many modern theologians reluctant to make comments
about the nature and purposes of God
whereas their counterparts in the
Reformation had strong convictions
about these things?
There are probably several reasons for
this. First, I think that at the time of the
Reformation and generally in Western
culture for many centuries, there was not
the same skepticism about the nature of
truth that there has been in recent times.
Ever since the time of the philosopher
Descartes it has been popular to begin
with the assumption of doubt before we
try to prove things. And this has been a
typically post-Reformation way of proceeding. This approach has had a lot of
influence on the way people think today
so that now scholars are very cautious
about making definite statements. They
are worried that what they say will be
knocked down by someone else who casts
doubt upon their arguments and assertions. I think that explains some of the
hesitancy that people have in making definite statements.
However, I think another important
reason that lies behind the strength of
Reformation theology is that it arose out
of the intense personal convictions of the
Reformers. I find that many modern theologians are not motivated by that same
sort of overwhelming conviction. People
tend to forget that few of the Reformers
started out as professional, academic theologians. For the most part they were simply men who went through intense personal struggles in trying to understand
God and deal with their own sin. Martin
Luther is certainly a case in point. It was
only after he resolved these issues that he
became a professional theologian.

Some in the Church pushing for a
repositioning of God say historic
Christianity has misrepresented God.
Do they have a point?
I think it’s impossible for any theologian to perfectly represent God through
his own reflections on Scripture, so to
that extent they have a point. It’s not difficult to go back in history, read any the-

ologian you like and find something there
that is distorted in some way or other. I
think it’s inevitable because people are
finite and therefore have a limited perception.
However, what I would say to the critics is what’s true of theologians in the past
is also true of us. Correcting other people’s misrepresentations of God is certainly a valuable thing to do, but when we
do it we must remember that we weren’t
in their circumstances. Further, we must
never forget that we have our own misrepresentations which some later generation will have to correct. I think that’s a
humbling thing to remember.
Further, there are also degrees of misrepresentation. I mean, you can read
through Augustine and find ideas that are
wrong or distorted, but this does not
mean that all his theological reflections are

Reason was
never intended
to be an
objective god
in itself.
It is simply
a process.
useless. Augustine has made an enormous
contribution to Christian thought and
there is a great deal there which is valuable
and which needs to be retained. Much of
what he has written has kept its freshness
and validity over the centuries. Indeed,
this is why people still read him.
Augustine’s theology has a staying power
and it would be foolish to deny it.
Finally, I would like to make the point
that it’s important for theologians to cultivate personal humility.

Several modern scholars consider
that the theologian’s task is to explain
universal myths rather than objective
historical truths. Is their belief that
theology is akin to myth or poetry a
modern trend, or has it been suggested before?
Well, the belief that theology is akin to
poetry or myth is most certainly not a
modern invention. It goes back to the
ancient Greeks. Whether “myth” is a biblical category or not is a very difficult
question to answer because so much
depends on what you mean by the word.
But as far as Scripture is concerned, God
is spoken of as a real being, doing real
things to real people in historical time. Of

course, all this comes to a climax in the
historical reality of God’s presence in the
incarnation, death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. If we deny the historical reality of any of these divine acts then we
effectively cut the heart out of the
Christian faith. Paul makes this clear in 1
Corinthians 15.

So you believe in a real, historical
Adam and Eve?
Yes, of course. I think the book of
Genesis teaches that the human race
comes from a single source and that
things went wrong from the beginning.
Of course, the story of Adam and Eve is
stylised in the creation account; I mean I
don’t think anyone would deny that. But
the underlying truth is that the human
race is a unit and that all human beings
everywhere are equally human; we’re all
part of one, big human family. And it’s
interesting that modern, liberal opinion is
particularly insistent on this.
You know, you cannot say that head
hunters in New Guinea are in a lower
stage of evolution than we are. I mean
they’re just as human as we are even
though they may live in a very different
way. It’s now generally accepted by most
people that there’s a single human race
with all that that entails – human rights
and everything else. And that’s very
important; it’s also true that every human
being is sinful and in need of a saviour.
This explains why salvation in Christ is
something which is necessary for every
living person wherever they come from.
So these things are fundamental. And of
course the question is: why is this so?
The story of Adam and Eve is an
attempt to explain this. It reminds us that
we all have a common origin. I am encouraged that many scientists today are willing
to acknowledge the possibility that we
come from a single ancestor. Although I
don’t know a great deal about this, I do
know that DNA testing is opening up
new areas of knowledge in this regard. For
example, I’ve read that every European
person can be tied ultimately to one of
five ancestors. They’ve managed to work
with DNA today to such an extent that
before too long we’ll be able to show that
everybody is related somehow.

Can we be any more specific about
the details of Adam and Eve?
Well, we can say that they are actual
people but I don’t believe that we can pin
down the date of their creation to
4004BC. I don’t think the Bible gives us
enough information to do that. At the
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same time I certainly don’t think that we
can call the creation account a “myth”.

Many people today, especially open
theists, say that we have inherited an
unhealthy model of God forced upon
us by Greek philosophy. Are they
right?
This is a very complicated subject but
basically they’re wrong. The relationship
of Greek philosophy to Christian theology is a rather complicated one, but I
think it can be demonstrated that the
Christian doctrine of God has very little
to do with Greek philosophy. The simple
fact is that Christian theology tended to
develop as an antidote to Greek philosophical conceptions; it was certainly not
a capitulation to Greek philosophy.
One of the reasons why a lot of the
early heretics got it wrong was because
they thought that certain Greek terms
were sufficient to describe the Christian
God; they were insufficiently cautious in
making this assumption. Actually, the
early Christian thinkers were responsible
for the complete overthrow of the conceptual universe of the ancient world.
Perhaps the simplest answer to those
who think that the early church succumbed to Greek thought is to remember
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that the last people in the ancient world to
accept Christianity were the Greek
philosophers. In fact, they didn’t. And, in
the end, they had to be expelled by
Justinian who closed the philosophical
schools in AD 529 because they were the
only people left who refused to accept the
gospel. Quite frankly, none of this makes
sense if the early
church had surto
The early rendered
Greek
philosoChristian
thinkers were phy.

responsible for
the complete
overthrow of
the conceptual
universe of the
ancient world.

Modern critics
claim that classical Christian
theism
is
wrong because
it is logically
inconsistent
with two of its
major claims: first, that God is
omnipotent, omniscient and perfectly good and second, that evil
exists. Is classical theism both irrational and self-contradictory?
Well, this brings up an ancient question
which unfortunately we can’t resolve with
our present knowledge. Indeed, it will
never be answered in this life. The prob-
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lem is that we are dealing with the question of the sovereignty of God – that God
is a creator of the universe and everything
ultimately depends on Him. I mean, presumably He could uncreate the world just
as quickly as He created it if He wanted
to. So, if you look at it at that level, it’s
very difficult to say that the evil which
exists in the world is not in some way or
other dependent on God. The book of
Job teaches us that Satan is alive and well
on planet earth despite the fact that God
has put limits on his power and so on.
Nevertheless, for reasons that are beyond
our understanding, God allows him to
exist. So there is that side to it.
At the same time, we also have to say
that God in Himself is, as you say, perfectly good, omnipotent and omniscient
and so on, and so the ultimate power in
the universe is a power for our benefit.
And that is the difficulty – how to reconcile these things? Unfortunately, at the
end of the day, there isn’t an answer which
is going to solve every problem.
Again, I think we need to be careful in
using terms like “omnipotence”, “omniscience”, and so on. After all, these are
only words that we use to avoid limiting
God. To say that God is omnipotent, He’s
all-powerful, means that He can do anything that He chooses to do; He is not
limited by any external constraints. But it
doesn’t mean that He does everything or
that He is everything; it simply preserves
His freedom of action. That’s the idea
that He is free in Himself without defining what He actually does.
And here we touch on part of the
problem; people are trying to create
absolutes out of words that are fundamentally relative because omnipotence is
only meaningful in relation to things
which are not omnipotent. If we fail to
recognise this we demonstrate that we
have a rather unsophisticated approach to
the nature of theological language.
Theological language is much more tentative in its expression and more concerned
with protecting our understanding of
God from misapprehensions than defining in a kind of “no exit” strategy way
what God is, because that just limits Him
in a different way.
So to get back to the question, I don’t
think the apparent contradiction between
God’s absolute power and love and the
existence of evil proves anything. It could
lead to a number of different conclusions.
Given our limitations as human beings
and the short supply of information that
we have from God, we do best by refrainap
ing from unwarranted speculation.
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Gender role call
A new book on the Trinity and gender promises more than it delivers.

W

hile a book with the title The
Trinity and Subordinationism
may give the appearance of
being a rather boring tome,
such an impression would belie the significance of its contents. This work, written
by Kevin Giles, an Anglican clergyman
from Melbourne and a passionate advocate of the women’s ordination movement for the past 30 years, is a strident,
sometimes vehement, exposition of the
doctrine of the Trinity in the light of modern gender relations.
Giles’s purpose is clear: to mount a
forceful argument for the full equality of
men and women based on the fact that
they are both created in the image of God
(Genesis 1:26, 27). His principal targets
are conservative evangelicals who maintain that there are functional differences
between the sexes on the basis of a perceived order or “subordination” between
the various members of the Trinity.
Such a view of subordination between
the Father and the Son is anathema to
Giles, who accuses its exponents (including members of the Sydney Diocesan
Doctrine Commission) of implicit
Arianism. Arianism, incidentally, is the
view that the Son was a creature who came
into being at some point and was neither
co-eternal with the Father nor of the same
being/essence. Obviously, this is a very
serious charge and one that Giles presumably does not make lightly.
He maintains that when the great
creeds of the church are read correctly, it
is obvious that they teach the full equality
of the Persons of the Trinity and that they
reject any notion of subordination – particularly “eternal subordination” – in the
Father-Son relationship.

T

hose who hoped that Giles would
provide a dispassionate examination
of this complex issue will be disappointed.
In fact, Giles wades into this controversy
with all guns blazing. He accuses those
who believe in specific role relationships
between the sexes of being driven not by
“the Bible as it has been understood
across the centuries but rather by an allconsuming concern to maintain the headship of men”. He raises the stakes even
further by claiming that this “passion has

Peter
Hastie
led to the most dangerous of errors – the
corruption of the primary doctrine of
Christianity – the doctrine of God”.
Further, this situation has arisen
because “the relationships between the
members of the Trinity have been conceived in terms of fallen human relationships, where the more powerful rule over
the less powerful”. Such an approach, he
insists, is to be
rejected “not
To disagree
because
it
with Giles is to
makes
the
expose oneself
Trinity a model
to the charge
for human relationships, but
of being powerbecause
it
hungry and
makes fallen
subscribing to
human relaa dangerous
tionships the
heresy.
model
for
divine relationships. God is depicted in human terms”.
Giles believes, along with Barth, that this
constitutes nothing less than idolatry.
One is left with the disquieting feeling
that to disagree with Giles is to expose
oneself to the charge of being power-hungry and subscribing to a dangerous heresy.
He leaves the reader with nowhere else to
go.
Of course, in fairness to Giles I should
point out that his book is a detailed and
sustained argument covering a range of
issues that is difficult to evaluate in a short
article of this kind. To do justice to his
position, a far longer review is required.
Nevertheless, many readers of AP will be
interested to know some of the contested
matters which are raised in his book.
Perhaps the first matter which aroused
my interest is Giles’s failure to show the
kind of precision that is essential in setting
out the issues in a debate which deals with
well-known theological terms. For
instance, he refers repeatedly to “the
debate” and “the contemporary debate”
about the doctrine of the Trinity. If such a

debate exists it would be a surprise to
many of us who are unaware of any evangelicals who have recently challenged the
traditional Nicene doctrine of the Trinity.
I suspect that what Giles really means
is that there is a debate taking place over
whether the use of masculine terminology, namely, the Father and the Son, when
applied to the first and second members
of the Godhead, implies either a temporal
or eternal functional subordination of the
Son to the Father. If this is so, then such a
debate does exist. But to represent these
discussions as a controversy over the doctrine of the Trinity is imprecise and
unhelpful. In fact, all conservative evangelicals would maintain that they stand
firmly in the orthodox Trinitarian camp.
This is especially so of Giles’s colleagues
in the Doctrine Commission of Sydney
Diocese. Giles’s attempt to remove them
from the circle of orthodoxy is rather disconcerting.
Again, Giles is imprecise when he
refers to the “problem of subordinationism” among conservative evangelicals.
Subordinationism is a term that refers to a
heretical view of God which teaches that
the Son and Spirit do not share directly in
the same essence or being of God the
Father. However, Giles uses this term
interchangeably with “subordination” (a
term that can be used within the boundaries of orthodoxy). Frankly, this is very
careless.

U

nfortunately, he blurs the distinction
between the words from the outset of
his book by saying: “from what I remember of my undergraduate studies, the subordination of the Son has been deemed a
heresy in the early church”. His refusal to
acknowledge the difference in the traditional usage of these terms means that any
scholar who uses the term “subordination” is immediately placed under a cloud
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of suspicion of having strayed beyond the
limits of Trinitarian orthodoxy. This prejudices the debate from the outset and
leaves one with the uneasy feeling that
Giles is deliberately stacking the deck
against his opponents by sleight-of-hand.
But now to the substance of the book.
Naturally, the authority and interpretation of the Bible loom large in Giles’s
argument, and are of major interest to his
readers. It is worth noting that although
Giles claims to be an evangelical who
holds a high view of Scripture, his
approach to biblical authority and interpretation is one of disguised neo-orthodoxy. He tells us in a footnote that while
“I confess, naturally, that the Bible is the
word of God, this confession can mean
different things to different people. I personally am sympathetic to the explanation given by Donald Bloesch who says
‘The Bible is not in and of itself the revelation of God, but the divinely appointed
means and channel of this revelation’.”
Traditionally, evangelicals have understood God’s revelation of Himself as
being tied to the text of Scripture. To
deny this connection, as Giles appears to,
is to be left to wonder about the status of
the Bible in Giles’s thought.

B

ut Giles has more to say about the
Scriptures. While he is right to argue
that the Bible is to be read theologically in
the light of its “overall drift”, he will
undoubtedly raise eyebrows by his claim
that his ideas are “predicated on the view
that the Bible can often be read in more
than one way, even on important matters”. He maintains that the history of
exegesis affords numerous examples
where theologians have come to very different conclusions about the meaning of
biblical texts.
According to Giles, this means that the
cultural context of the interpreter plays a
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large role in the reading of Scripture.
Changes in culture necessarily lead to a
change in interpretation. Once this is
recognised, Giles claims, “one can no
longer think of the Bible as a set of timeless, transcultural rulings or as propositions that speak in every age with one
voice”. However, once we venture down
this road, the text of Scripture becomes
inevitably a nose of wax to be shaped by
the cultural preferences in each new generation. Giles has drifted a long way from
the evangelical position which insists that
each text has only one grammatical/historical meaning, although it may have a
variety of different applications.
Again, the issue of culture preoccupies
Giles further on in his argument. He also
claims that it is through the changes that
are taking place in
our culture that
“God is screamNo doubt some ing out to us”.
members of A p p a r e n t l y
the women’s Christians are
ordination supposed to hear
lobby will find God’s word in
consolation in the social changes
the book. of their culture.
Naturally this
approach to biblical interpretation has some huge problems. For
instance, if we assume that God is screaming out to us through modern culture,
precisely where is this scream to be heard?
The issue of homosexuality is a case in
point. The Anglican Archbishop of
Nigeria, for instance, could oppose
homosexuality on the ground that
African culture screams out to him that
homosexuality is an abomination. On the
other hand, the bishops of the USA
Episcopal Church may be convinced that
North American culture endorses homosexuality. Giles is now faced with a painful
choice: which culture has the loudest
scream? White or black? Rich or poor?
You see the problem?
One further issue of biblical interpretation requires a response. Giles maintains
that one of the reasons why conservative
evangelicals continue to misread the gender
issue is because of their constant reference
to God’s orders-of-creation. This is wrong,
he claims, because it means we are looking
backwards. Instead, the “man-woman”
relationship must be decided in the light of
a forward-looking, eschatological perspective that places male-female relations in the
perfection of the new creation where all are
equal. This means that it is improper to
structure these relationships according to
an “order of creation” theology.
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Interestingly, Giles appears at this
point to be caught in the web of his own
self-contradiction because his refusal to
understand gender issues in the light of
the “order of creation” runs counter to his
claim that we must interpret the Bible
from a theological perspective. Anyone
who reads the apostle Paul will be aware
how frequently he grounds his teaching
about the relationship between the genders on Genesis 1-3 (1 Cor. 11:2-16, Eph.
5:21-33 and 1 Tim. 2:8-15). One can only
wonder whether Giles realises the inconsistency of his position.

O

ne final matter deserves comment.
Giles assembles a collection of theologians to support his claim that the three
persons of the Godhead are reciprocally
related so that none is “before or after
another…none is subordinated in being or
function to one another”. He cites
Athanasius, the Cappadocian fathers,
Augustine, Calvin and a range of 20th century theologians to support this view.
While Giles argues plausibly for his position, when one examines the writings of
Augustine and Calvin, for instance, they
reveal that Giles has been less than balanced in his presentation of their writings.
Unfortunately, Giles gives no hint that
Augustine sees a distinction between the
persons of the Trinity based on the differing relations between the Father, Son and
Holy Spirit such that the Father is the
eternal Father of the Son and the Son is
the eternal Son of the Father (De Trinitate
4:27). Again, he fails to disclose that
Calvin believed that an irreversible order
exists among the members of the Trinity
which in no way endangered their equality
in essence or deity (Institutes 1:13, 24, 25).
Giles’s less than even-handed treatment
of their works inevitably casts a degree of
uncertainty over his representations of
other theologians.
Sadly, I have found Giles’s book rather
disappointing. Although he has an easy
writing style and marshals some attractive
arguments for his case, the book is undermined by a number of serious flaws. No
doubt there will be some members of the
women’s ordination lobby who will find
consolation in the book because people
love to cheer on speakers or writers who
can “dish it out” to their opponents.
Nevertheless, to advance a cause honestly
and efficiently we must have the “facts”.
This places an obligation upon writers like
Giles to get the facts right and not to cut
corners. Unfortunately, this book came
short on what it promises.
Peter Hastie is issues editor of AP.
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A sensitive issue
To be seeker-sensitive is good, but keep it biblical.

C

hristmas Day in 2005 fell on a
Sunday. That in itself is no cause
for surprise or alarm. What is startling is not that some evangelical
Churches do not keep Christmas – after
all, 25 December cannot be found in any
Bible Concordance – but that some evangelical churches cancelled their Sunday
services on 25 December.
The famed Willow Creek Community
Church in South Barrington, an affluent
suburb of Chicago, replaced the service
with a DVD that features a heart-warming
contemporary Christmas tale. Cally
Parkinson, the communications director
at Willow Creek, declared: “What we’re
encouraging people to do is take that
DVD and, in the comfort of their living
room, with friends and family, pop it into
the player and hopefully hear a different
and more personal and maybe more intimate Christmas message, that God is with
us wherever we are.”
Willow Creek’s pastor of spiritual discovery, Rev. Mark Ashton, sees no problem with this: “We’ve always been a
church that’s been on the edge of innovation. We’ve been willing to try and experiment, so this is another of those innovations.” That is one way of looking at it.
Another way might be to consult David
Wells who says that post-war evangelicalism is in a free fall. In Losing Our Virtue,
Wells warns that “a Christian faith that
tries to adapt itself to this culture in order
to win a “hearing” is a Christian faith that
will be left with nothing to say”.

T

here are crucial issues on the table
here. In the end, what is at stake is not
just one method of evangelism over
another but our view of God Himself. In
modern evangelicalism, there is an emphasis on a presentation which pleases rather
than a gospel which convicts.
Willow Creek has a sleek, glass-walled
building, a winding lake filled with
Canada geese, and a carefully manicured
landscape. Its 5000-seat auditorium has
state-of-the-art audio-visual trappings.
There are no crosses, no hymnals, and no
recitals of the creed. Some 20,000 people
attend its services each week. Its senior
pastor, Bill Hybels, looks like an energetic
corporate Chief Executive Officer.

Peter
Barnes
The church makes much use of music,
the media, and drama, but does not
believe that this is mere entertainment.
Willow Creek Association, formed in
1992, has hundreds of churches in membership. Each year hundreds of thousands
of audio tapes
are sold, and
more than a
We have a
million people
warrant to use
attend
its
visual aids.
church funcEzekiel
tions. Everybesieged a brick
thing looks and
to symbolise the
sounds impressiege of
sive.
Church serJerusalem.
vices begin with
a band playing
light jazz, then a stylishly dressed man
beaming: “Good Morning! Welcome to
Willow Creek!” This is followed by a
short praise chorus. That might be followed by a drama, an offering, a few musical numbers, and a talk which is invariably
humorous. Many members contribute
through art, photography, and drama.
James Montgomery Boice has described it
as “the most talked about church in
America”.
If all that seems like John the Baptist
would not make the short list of prospective pastors, it must be conceded that the
seeker-sensitive approach to evangelism
has some real links with biblical truth. We
need to be as winsome as possible. The
apostle Paul called on young Timothy to
“be ready in season and out of season”.
He had to convince, rebuke, and exhort –
but he had to do it with all longsuffering
and teaching (2 Tim. 4:2).
It is by no means easy for sinful men to
be both earnest and longsuffering. Paul
felt compelled to remind young Timothy
that “a servant of the Lord must not quarrel but be gentle to all, able to teach,
patient, in humility correcting those who
are in opposition, if God perhaps will

grant them repentance, so that they may
know the truth” (2 Tim. 2:24-25). We are
to speak the truth of God’s word with
“meekness and fear” (1 Pet. 3:15) and “in
love” (Eph. 4:15). Not only is what we do
and say important, but also how we say it.
Content is vital but so is manner.
We have a warrant to use visual aids
and/or imaginative creativity at times.
Ezekiel besieged a brick to symbolise the
besieging of Jerusalem (Ezek. 4), shaved
his head and beard to demonstrate the fate
of Jerusalem (Ezek. 5), packed his belongings and dug through the wall to symbolise the exile (Ezek. 12), and told vivid allegories and parables to make his message
known (Ezek. 16, 17, 23). Even Jesus
drove His message home once by pointing to Caesar’s image on a denarius (Mt.
22:15-22). The visual aid is not meant to
entertain but to illustrate and drive home
a truth. It is not done overly often in
Scripture but it is done. Hybels knows
how to tell a story and to use verbal illustrations – something which cannot be said
of every Reformed pastor.

W

e do need to know our audience. It
is a temptation to become too
immersed in what we are doing and forget
whom we are trying to reach. At
Princeton Seminary in 1902 Robert Dick
Wilson gave the address to open the academic year. He made a complete comparison of the vocabularies of the Hebrew and
Babylonian languages, and compared
them with the vocabularies of the Syriac
and Arabic languages. It is all too easy to
lose perspective.
How did Paul preach to the Gentiles?
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Read Acts 17 as he speaks to the pagans in
Athens. He starts by pointing out that
God is the creator of the world (Acts
17:24) and that all men are of one blood
(Acts 17:26). He even quoted two pagan
poets, Epimenides and Aratus (Acts
17:28). Then he applies the message, calling
on all men everywhere to repent because
judgment is coming (Acts 17:30-31).
Now read Acts 13 where Paul speaks
in the synagogue, and uses the Old
Testament to show that Jesus is the
promised Messiah. Acts 13 and Acts 17
tell the same story, but their starting
points are different. What if Paul had
switched sermons? What if he had quoted
the Old Testament to the Gentiles in
Athens? Talk of a Messiah would have
been meaningless to them. Or what if he
had quoted the Greek poets to the Jews in
Antioch? Both sermons were true and
appropriate; it is important to be both.
Church growth experts tells us to be
culturally aware, but so does the Bible.
Having said that, this can be easily distorted. Robert Schuller of Crystal
Cathedral fame is quite unashamed about
his methods: “The secret of winning
unchurched people into the church is
really quite simple. Find out what would
impress the non-churched people in your
community and find out who would
impress them.” So civic leaders and actors
whom the community admires are invited
to church in order to impress others.

H

ybels repudiates the idea that Willow
Creek is just entertaining people, but
what he is doing and what he thinks he is
doing may not coincide. The slogan is
“find a hurt and heal it”. It is difficult to
argue against this in one sense, but there is
an inbuilt bias here against presenting the
gospel in terms of man’s offence against
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God. God is there to comfort the
divorced, the grieving, the addicted, the
lonely, the single. Yet that is not how the
New Testament goes about presenting
Christ crucified and risen.
The transition from attracting to convicting is one that is often not made. If
people have come along because of the
emphasis on fun, fellowship, having a
wonderful time,
better relation“In new-model ships, and selfimprovement,
evangelicalism, how do we then
God’s primary raise the matter
attribute is of the unholy
a banal soul before a
benevolence.” holy God? As
Claire Smith puts
GARY L. W. JOHNSON
it: “If we cannot
find a place for
Jesus in our initial appeal to people, will it be any easier
further down the track?”
Modern evangelicalism appeals to Paul’s
flexibility in becoming all things to all men
in order to save some (see 1 Cor. 9:19-23).
The distinguished church historian Henry
Chadwick commented on this section of
Scripture, and said: “Paul’s aim is to minimise the gulf between himself and the
Corinthians, and therefore says nothing to
directly challenge their principles.”
Chadwick went on: “Paul’s genius as an
apologist is his astonishing ability to reduce
to an apparent vanishing point the gulf
between himself and his converts and yet
to ‘gain’ them for the Christian gospel.”
This is to play the flexibility in
approach, as set out in 1 Corinthians 9:1923, off against the inflexibility of content,
as set out in Galatians 1:8-9. John
MacArthur Jr distinguishes between condescension and compromise: “To conde-
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scend is to remove needless offences to
people’s consciences by setting aside some
personal optional liberty. To compromise is
to set aside an essential truth and thereby
alter or weaken the gospel message.”
The Willow Creek approach has some
evangelistic attractions, but it also promotes a privatised consumerist approach
to Christianity. The result is a MacWorld
view of God and worship. Gary L. W.
Johnson is close to the mark when he says
that “in new-model evangelicalism, God’s
primary attribute is a banal benevolence”.
There is something radically wrong with
the whole approach. Jesus has some
sobering words for His disciples: “Woe to
you, when all people speak well of you,
for so their fathers did to the false
prophets” (Luke 6:26).

M

odern evangelicalism has a soft
underbelly. It is not altogether
unusual to hear some bright-eyed evangelist with purple hair and a nose-ring, proclaim: “Hey man, this is really cool that
you are all here.” Each year for the past 34
years the city of New Orleans has held a
Southern Decadence parade where
drunken homosexuals engage in sexual
acts in streets and bars. In 2005, however,
festivities were cut short two days before
they began with the unexpected fury of
Hurricane Katrina. To suggest that there
might be a connection between the two
events is, of course, heresy to the modern
age. The tragedy is that it is well-nigh
heresy to much of the modern evangelical
church. Its very approach to the world
precludes the possibility that the God of
the Bible is a consuming fire (Heb.12:29,
citing Deut.4:24).
Peter Barnes is minister of Revesby
ap
Presbyterian Church, NSW.
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od had promised the land of Canaan to
Abraham and his descendants forever (eg.
Gen. 13:14-15). Half a millennium later,
after their captivity in Egypt, Joshua had
led them into the land to take possession of it in
fulfilment of this promise. But God did not drive
the inhabitants out completely – partly for good
agronomy (Ex. 23:27-30), partly so they would
have a labour force (Judges 1:28-36), and partly
as an ongoing test to keep them on their toes
(Judges 2:20-3:2). The book of Judges spans the
330± years from the death of Joshua (1380 BC)
until the coming of Samuel and the establishment
of the monarchy (1050 BC).

God is God
20 daily Bible studies
in Judges 1-7

There are many aspects of God’s dealings in the
book of Judges that we find hard to process. They
are set in a culture that is very different from ours.
But we are dealing with exactly the same God,
the Father of the Lord Jesus Christ, who ruled the
world then as He does now, on the basis of exactly
the same rules of love, grace, righteousness, mercy
and justice. Therefore, we ought to approach this
book, as all Scripture, as learners rather than critics. Nevertheless, it would be good to keep in mind
the declaration of His sovereign Plan that He gave
to Moses in Deuteronomy 9:1-6 as we journey into
Judges. These verses help us to understand the part
God played in the extermination of the nations of
Canaan, and the justice and rationale of His
doing so.
John Hercus captures the message of Judges well in
the title of his book, “God is God”. (His profound
insights into the complex interaction between the
sovereign Lord and his chosen-but-fallible leaders
during the formation of His Nation-Church, Israel,
make excellent reading!)
Bruce Christian
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Getting a toehold in Canaan.

DAY 1
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 1:1-8

THE POINT The conquest of Canaan under Joshua was only

the start of more than four centuries of conflict, until Solomon
secured the boundaries of the land promised to Abraham. But
“God is God”, and therefore able to lead His “army” to fulfil all
his promises.
THE PARTICULARS

• It tells us something significant about Joshua’s leadership
style that the Israelites, after his death, sought the LORD’s
advice (1).
• Because He is absolutely sovereign, the LORD is able to speak
of His future plans as if they have already actually happened (2).
• Throughout the book of Judges we will find the different
tribes of Israel – sometimes joining forces against their com-

mon enemy, sometimes upset because their help has not been
sought, and sometimes actually fighting against each other. At
least to start with they co-operated in the conquest of the land
of Canaan (3).
• God’s victories in Canaan were decisive, and achieved
through the efforts of His people; the punishment inflicted in
this process was appropriate for their sins, underlining God’s
justice (4-8).
• On Judgement Day, men can but acknowledge God’s justice
(7).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What is the level of co-operation between the different
“tribes” in God’s Church as it storms the gates of hell in society today?

Keen as... (and his kin).

DAY 2
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 1:9-15

THE POINT As the tribes of Judah and Simeon move south

into the hill country and the Negev between the Dead Sea and
and Mediterranean Sea they begin to capture significant cities
(“keriahs”) for the final conquest of the land. More importantly, Caleb would at last get his inheritance. He was the one
who, 40 years earlier, had represented the tribe of Judah when
the 12 spies went in to spy out the land at the start of the exodus (see Num. 13), and the one who, alone with Joshua
(Hoshea) of the tribe of Ephraim, had trusted God to overpower the huge Anakites (see Num. 14).
THE PARTICULARS

• Caleb was utterly committed to obtaining his inheritance, as

JUDGES 1:16-26

THE POINT It was now Judah’s turn to keep their promise

and help Simeon to gain their territory in the far south. This
accomplished, they then advanced west across to the
Mediterranean coast and up through Gaza, Ashkelon and back
east towards Jerusalem to Ekron. As is so often the case in our
struggle with God’s providence, there were great victories as
well as confusing failures!
THE PARTICULARS

• The nomadic Kenites helped Israel in the desert (Num.
10:29-31) and later settled among the palms of Jericho after its
destruction. They now linked up with Judah, sharing in the
inheritance (16), as was the case with the spy who helped them

• How important is your eternal inheritance to you?
How is this reflected in your lifestyle and your determining of
priorities?

at Bethel (22-26).
• The coastal towns along the Gaza strip (18) eventually
became the portion inherited by the tribe of Dan. (But these
were later taken by the Philistines who were a continual menace
to Israel.)
• As usual, the small tribe of Benjamin tagged along with big
brother Judah for their allotments were adjacent (cf Josh. 18:11).
• In spite of the victory at Jerusalem (8), Jebusites remained
for a long time (21, cf Josh. 15:63) – with dire consequences
(see 3:5f).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• In verse 19, if God was with them, what might have been the
real reason for their failure to conquer the iron-chariot people?

It seemed like a good idea at the time.

DAY 4
THE PASSAGE

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

Two steps forward... one step back.

DAY 3
THE PASSAGE

promised by Moses so long ago (see verse 20, cf Num. 14:24;
Josh. 14:6ff), so he set the reward accordingly – his daughter.
• Othniel (his brother/nephew? – it isn’t clear whether Othniel
or Kenaz was Caleb’s brother – cf 1 Chron. 4:13ff), was of the
same ilk (cf 3:7-11) – with his “eyes on the prize” (11-13).
Acsah, too, was from the same gene bank (14-15) – they were
all descendants of Jacob who risked everything for God’s blessing!

JUDGES 1:27-2:5

THE POINT There is an important spiritual lesson behind the

Mosaic laws concerning purity: no yeast during Passover week
(Ex. 12:19), no mixing of seeds/animals/yarn (Deut. 22:9-11),
etc. These were to be a constant reminder to God’s people
that they were holy (separated) to Him. In the showdown at
Bokim we see that God really meant business. As soon as the
Church flirts with the world, no matter how innocent/harmless
it may seem at the time, it causes problems for generations to
come. We are weak and ineffective because our fathers compromised; many practices in the Church today that seem to be
“working” in that they attract numbers, one day will be the
bane of our children.
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THE PARTICULARS

• Subjecting the conquered Canaanites to forced labour instead
of annihilating them seemed like an excellent idea – politically,
economically, and in terms of human rights. But it wasn’t
what God said – and it remained an ongoing stumbling block
to Israel.
• God’s covenant faithfulness had been acknowledged openly
at Gilgal (cf Josh. 4:19-24); Israel’s unfaithfulness was endemic
(27-36); the results were inevitable – only weeping remained.
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What must we do to ensure a promising future for our children?

B I B L E

S T U D Y

All for nothing?.

DAY 5
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 2:6-15

THE POINT What a sad passage this is – and how often is it

repeated in the three-millennia of the history of God’s people
ever since! No wonder Asaph stressed, in Psalm 78, the need
for each generation to tell the next one about who God is and
what He has done.
THE PARTICULARS

• Joshua and his associates had finished their course well.
They had seen God’s power at work, had trusted and obeyed
Him, had experienced His faithfulness, and could now rest in
peace (6-9).
• The attractions of the world’s approach to worship, with all
its appeal to the physical senses, and its promises for satisfying

the lusts of the flesh, were too much to resist – and all this in
spite of everything that God had done for them (10-13).
• The Baals and Ashtoreths were fertility gods: the whole
emphasis in worship was on self-serving prosperity. Sound
familiar?
• Israel always thought they were getting the best of both
worlds; but God had said that serving any other gods was
equivalent to forsaking the Lord. Our translation of the 1st
Commandment (Ex. 20:3) is misleading: “before” means “in
my presence” not “ahead of”. They were committing spiritual
adultery (14-15).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are some worship patterns today running close to the wind?

God is serious about obedience.

DAY 6

God will raise up spiritual leaders called “judges” to rescue His
people from the consequences of their own infidelity and to
bring them back to the lifestyle He had always intended them
to adopt. We see here the pattern of how God deals with His
Church in every age: when He graciously intervenes there is
blessing and peace; when He withholds his hand of mercy there
is apostasy and judgement.

God’s work, His history, His Kingdom – and He knows what
He is doing (16).
• Whenever God’s people neglect His Word and solid traditional values the downward slide into the world’s way of thinking and widespread apostasy is fast and infectious, as we see
today (17).
• True Spirit-led revivals are often short-lived because of man’s
stubborn, sinful heart. Sadly, our history bears this out (18-19).
• God remains sovereign and just, in judgement as in mercy
(20-23).

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• The “judges” throughout the inspired book that bears that
title are all people whom God himself raises up. That they
might not always be our choice is of little consequence: it is

• Could it be that the Church today in its various branches
(particularly in the West) is heading for a taste of God’s judgement?

THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 2:16-23

THE POINT Things are not good in the Promised Land so

The danger of compromise.

DAY 7
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 3:1-11

THE POINT The rot set in when God’s people started to feel

comfortable and “at home” with “the world” and its ways.
What an important lesson this is for the Church today! But it
is so often the case that superficial numerical success blinds us
to the real damage being done until it is too late – and then it is
only divine intervention that can rescue us from the consequences of our folly. We are to be in the world as salt and
light, but not of the world.
THE PARTICULARS

• The root cause of Israel’s failure to gain complete control of
the Promised Land was always her sin, but the sovereign Lord
was nevertheless able to put this reality to good, beneficial use

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What does the Church need most today? How do you
respond?

Ehud gives Eglon a gutful.

DAY 8
THE PASSAGE

(1-4).
• The wisdom of Paul’s injunction not to be yoked together
with unbelievers (2 Cor. 6:14) is clear from what happened
when the Israelites intermarried with the Canaanites etc (5--7).
• God’s anger is not just passive but active. He didn’t just “let
it happen”, he “sold them” into the servitude of others (8).
• God’s intervention was in response to their cry for help (9).
• The one key to Othniel’s success was not in himself as a person, but because “the Spirit of the Lord came upon him” (911).

JUDGES 3:12-23

THE POINT Only for 4 of the 12 judges are we told explicitly

that “the Spirit of the Lord came upon” them – Othniel,
Gideon, Jephthah and Samson – and in Samson’s case we are
given 4 instances. This, of course, does not mean that the others acted independently since it was always God who raised
them up. We can be sure that all the judges achieved what they
did by the Holy Spirit’s power.
THE PARTICULARS

• Israel had enjoyed 40 years peace under Othniel’s leadership
(11), but as soon as he died they started to slip back into their
old ways, and therefore to suffer the inevitable consequences.
God’s instrument of discipline this time (for 18 years) was fatty

Eglon of Moab (cousins), aided and abetted by Ammon
(more cousins) and the old arch-enemy Amalek (see Ex.
17:16)(12-14).
• Ehud, deliverer no. 2, took advantage of his left-handedness
(Security wouldn’t have thought to check for a weapon located
for drawing with the left hand), and of Eglon’s obesity/lack of
alertness associated with a luxurious lifestyle. When the Lord
empowers us He expects us to use as means whatever talents or
characteristics He has given us; He doesn’t by-pass them (1214).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What gift has God given you to use for Him? Are you using
it?
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B I B L E

S T U D Y

“ENGAGED”.

DAY 9
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 3:24-31

THE POINT It is hard for us to imagine how devastating an

effect the loss of a King could have on the fighting power of a
nation. But Ehud knew, and he was confident that he could
rely on Israel’s King.
THE PARTICULARS

•
Eglon’s aloofness and arrogance contributed to his
demise. Had he been more of a team player, with the humility
that such an approach requires, he would have been much less
vulnerable to the cunning strategy of Ehud which was his
downfall (24-25).
• Ehud knew human nature well enough to be sure that his run
in with Eglon would not be discovered until after he was well

clear of the crime scene and the King was largely dead (24-26).
• Ehud knew what had to be done, and he knew the Lord was
with him, so he acted confidently and decisively as a good
leader should; it is no surprise that everyone followed him (2628).
• We are not told much about Shamgar except that his valiant
act was a significant contribution to the 80 year peace achieved
by Ehud and rates a special mention in Deborah’s Song (5:6)(
29-31).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Do you sometimes try to do things in your own strength?
Or just “trust God” and do nothing? What have you learnt
from Ehud?

Men & Women at work.

DAY 10
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 4:1-16

ferent from his normal, set pattern.

THE POINT This story gives us a fascinating insight into how

THE PARTICULARS

God uses men and women in his work but with different roles.
Verse 4 stresses the fact that Deborah was a woman, a female
prophet, the wife of a man, and, at a particular time in history,
Israel’s judge (just like the 11 men in Judges). But it is also
clear that all her input for God was applied to the people
through a man (unlike the 11 men who all dealt directly with
the people), and that in the list of judges who made it into the
honour roll in Hebrews 11 it is Barak who is mentioned, not
Deborah! We conclude that these were extraordinary times,
that men were failing to exercise the leadership role given them
by God, and therefore that God took extraordinary action dif-

• Israel came under Jabin’s rule in Canaan as a result of their
disobedience. It was the sovereign Lord who put Jabin there (13).
• Deborah’s confidence and authority contrasted with Barak’s
indecision and weakness. Verse 9 makes clear that the women’s
involvement was only because the men were failing in their
duty.
• Sisera’s chariots were superior to Barak’s weapons; but God’s
rain (see 5:4, 20-21) rendered them useless. God always has the
final say! And at crunch time there is no room for hesitation.
The time for procrastinating is over, Barak (cf 2 Cor. 6:1-2)!

Come right in, Sisera.

DAY 11
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 4:17-24

THE POINT As if to drive home His point about the uncon-

ventional action He has to take when men (ie. males) fail to
respond to His call, God uses yet another woman to finish off
the whole operation. What needed Deborah’s initiative to get
started is finished off by the drive of the sweet Mrs Heber, the
camp-draft champion.
THE PARTICULARS

• The Kenites could stay on good terms with the Canaanites
due to their long association in the land (cf Gen. 15:19); but
they also identified with the invading Israelites through Moses’
in-laws (cf 1:16). The Lord made good use of this arrangement
(17).

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What evidence is there in Judges 4 that God is doing something different from His normal modus operandi? What were
the factors that brought about this out-of-the-ordinary action?
What can the Church learn from this today?

Let’s Barrack for Deborah.

DAY 12
THE PASSAGE

• Jael played out her part in the plan with feminine finesse.
She knew that warm milk was more soporific than water (1822).
• We struggle today with the gruesome details of the outworking of God’s grace on behalf of His people in settling them into
the Promised Land; but we too easily overlook that He is God,
that He is holy, and that He is offended by the arrogance of
sinful man.

JUDGES 5:1-18

THE POINT Judges 5 consists of a stirring Hebrew victory

song with all the hallmarks of an authentic, eye-witness composition. Traditionally it is called the Song of Deborah (cf 7) but
(1) refers to it as a joint effort with Barak. As poetry expressing triumph, the literal accuracy of details is not in view; but
the overall impact of what the Covenant Lord of Israel
achieved with and through His people at a particular time in
their history cannot be denied.
THE PARTICULARS

• In hard times, strong spiritual leadership really shines (1-2).
• At Sinai the LORD made a permanent Covenant with His
people Israel. On it they could depend because of His faithful1 6 • AU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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ness. The would-be rulers of all other nations had better take
note (3-5).
• Admittedly things had looked pretty bad for Israel – normal
life was disrupted and there was little hope, humanly speaking
(6-8).
• When God acted the people, from the greatest to the least,
were aware of the covenant that held Him and them all
together (9-11).
• God awakened Deborah and Barak and most of the tribes rallied; those who didn’t, for whatever reason, missed the opportunity and would have to live with the consequences (12-18).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What lessons can the Church today learn from this song?

B I B L E

S T U D Y

War and Peace.

DAY 13
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 5:19-31

THE POINT The second half of the Song of Deborah drives

home the truth that the God of the Bible rules alone over all of
His Creation.
THE PARTICULARS

• The sensational Deborah/Barak/Jael victory began in the
top end of the Kishon valley (SW of the Sea of Galilee) and
moved SW towards the coast. “The massed armies of the kings
of the Canaanite city-states were met by the might of the
forces of nature, operating at the behest of Israel’s God”
(Cundall). Mighty, invincible horses could only flee the flood
in panic (19-22).
• The prowess of Jael contrasts with the cowardice of the mys-

terious people of Meroz who could have helped but didn’t (2327).
• A moving reflection on the imagined thoughts of Sisera’s
waiting mother suggest the feminine hand of Deborah in the
penning of this poem. Sadly, wars are sometimes necessary,
but they are never without great pain and loss. The reader of
Deborah’s song is left to meditate alone on Sisera’s failure to
return (28-30).
• The Lord alone is the Prince of Peace (31).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• In the increasing unrest throughout the world today, what
hope is there of establishing peace? Jesus is given the title
“Prince of Peace”; what does this suggest about the need for
evangelism?

The LORD is with us...???.

DAY 14
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 6:1-13

THE POINT Sometimes we are discouraged and perplexed

with God’s providence when we should really be seeking to discover what He is teaching us through it. God’s people are
often slow learners, each generation needing to learn the same
lessons the hard way!
THE PARTICULARS

• The direct relationship between Israel’s general well-being
and prosperity and the spiritual health of the nation was not
just coincidental; the suffering was God’s active Judgement (1,
7-10).
• The Midianite oppression was unbearably frustrating. The
nomadic marauders waited till Israel had done all the back-

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Are we prepared today to admit a possible connection
between what’s happening in the world and the Church’s
worldliness?
• Do you ever find yourself questioning God’s providence in
the light of the promises in his Word? What should you do?

“Go... Am I not sending you?”.

DAY 15
THE PASSAGE

breaking work to grow the crops before coming to plunder
them (2-6).
• God always answers when his people cry out to Him – but
not always in the way they would expect or like (7-8).
• There is a balance between Gideon’s native cunning (threshing in a winepress!) and God’s sovereign enabling (the messenger preemptively calling the rattled farmer a “mighty warrior”)(11-12).

JUDGES 6:14-24

THE POINT When God commissions someone to do a par-

ticular task He calls for the wholehearted engagement of the
person’s talents; but His provision of all that is necessary to
carry out the task goes without saying. This is implied in the
way the LORD expressed His command in verse 14 (cf Phil.
2:12-13). God provides the wherewithal, but requires from us
the “We’re with you”!
THE PARTICULARS

• Gideon’s visitor is not only called, “the angel of the LORD”
(11, 12, 21,22) and “the angel of God” (20), but also simply,
“the LORD” (14,16,18,23). In the OT God sometimes
appeared among His people in a physical form (just as He did

ultimately in Jesus – cf John 14:9) and here Gideon is in no
doubt as to his true identity.
• Like Moses before him (and many others after him), Gideon
was very much aware of his own inadequacy to answer God’s
call. His anxiety serves to remind us of our own weakness and
the sufficiency of God’s grace and power (15-16, cf 2 Cor.
12:7-10).
• God graciously provided Gideon with a confirming sign (1724) and it is not the last time He will condescend to do so (cf
36-40).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Which mistake are you more likely to make: thinking you
can do God’s work in your own strength? or not trusting God
to help?

First things first.

DAY 16
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 6:25-32

THE POINT Israel’s basic fault wasn’t failure to worship the

LORD; it was their practice of worshipping other gods as well
– just in case. Baal was a fertility god, and the Asherah poles
were fertility symbols. It was bad enough having the
Midianites plunder the crop, but what if there was no crop at
all?! To destroy Israel’s “lucky charms” was an act of terrorism. The LORD made it clear to Moses that He will never
share allegiance with some non-existent figment of man’s imagination; with Him it is all or nothing. God will eventually use
Gideon to deal with the symptoms (the raids); but first he
must deal with the root of the problem – and this would provide an excellent qualifying test for this judge.

THE PARTICULARS

• Every aspect of Gideon’s assignment shows that Baal worship
was now over; only the LORD’s worship, and in his way (2526).
• Gideon was obedient, but not yet really brave. Nevertheless,
God understood and graciously picked up the pieces (27-29).
• God had been working already on Joash’s conscience (30-32).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• Make an honest assessment of your religious practice. Do
you have any “fall back” tokens (like a “star-sign” or a “good
luck” object) in addition to trusting God as sovereign over all
of life?
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Humility and humidity.

DAY 17
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 6:33-40

THE POINT What an inspiration Gideon is to us – a complex

combination of courage, doubt, ingenuity, insecurity, action –
it’s all there in the one man! We don’t have to wait until we’ve
got it all together before God can use us. But we do need to
start doing something (I’m afraid I am constantly haunted by
the “one talent” man in Matthew 25:24-28!) and to trust the
Holy Spirit with the rest.
THE PARTICULARS

• The LORD was biding his time. The Midianites and other
eastern nomads were mustering for their annual “harvesting” of
Israel’s crops. Now was the time for action – through Gideon
(33-34).

• Gideon knew what God had told him to do (14), and he had
received some assurance (22-24); so he got on with it, stepping
out in faith (although he still had some doubts in his mind –
36-40) – all this because “the Spirit of the Lord came upon”
him (34-35)!
• God’s gracious handling of Gideon’s fleeces is a great source
of comfort to those of us with an “o-ye” personality (as in “O
ye of little faith”). He doesn’t use us because we are spiritual
giants; he uses us because we are honest about our weakness
(36-40).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• What difference would the fleeces incident have made to
Gideon when the LORD reduced his army to 300 (7:7)? God
is gracious!

The numbers game.

DAY 18
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 7:1-8

THE POINT A commonly recurring theme in Scripture is that

1 person with God is always a majority. God will not give His
glory to another (Is. 42:8) so as soon as there is a risk of man
priding himself in his own achievements He interrupts with a
little reminder (cf Zech. 4:10; 1 Cor. 1:26-31; 2 Cor. 12:7-10;
etc). Yes, Gideon was called on to perform a very difficult, history-changing task (and he rates a mention in Hebrews 11 for
his efforts), but there was to be no doubt in the telling of that
history as to who was really responsible for the victory.
THE PARTICULARS

• In the history of the Church, every battle is ultimately a spiri-

tual battle. As God prepares for this one, He reminds us of
His hero’s new name, Jerub-Baal = “let Baal contend” (see
6:32) (1).
• Gideon’s 32,000 strong army (possibly still only 10-15% of
the combined Midianite forces) assembled less than 8 km from
the enemy camp; the nomads probably weren’t too worried (1).
• The 1st cull (32,000 to 10,000) was on the basis of suitability;
the basis for the 2nd cull (to 300) is less obvious: it seems it
separated the thirst-quenchers from the social drinkers (2-8).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• When did God last have to do a “Gideon” on you?
Did it work?

Dream or nightmare?.

DAY 19

servant’s constant need for encouragement. (Thanks for being
like that Gideon – I need that bit of encouragement myself
right now!) Of course the divine visitation and the fleeces
should have been enough – both were clearly divine intervention as they defied scientific explanation – but 300 outnumbered perhaps 800:1 is just a wee bit too scary. God doesn’t
fight with physical weapons; His spiritual arsenal is much more
powerful and effective (cf \. 6:12-13). So He lets Gideon have
a little look at what He has.

strategy that will cause the larger team to start kicking a few
own-goals. The first step in this strategy is to cultivate a climate in which panic overtakes rational behaviour. The plan
employs, among other things, the power of dreams to influence
thinking. There is nothing more conducive to defeat than a
premonition that it is inevitable; we can be beaten before we
start.
• The “self-appointed” interpreter of dreams became an instrument in the LORD’s hand to set the stage for the progress of
the battle.

THE PARTICULARS

TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• To offset the military imbalance, the LORD introduces a

• What events/contacts has God used to encourage you lately?

THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 7:8-15

THE POINT Again God condescends to compensate for His

For the LORD and for Gideon.

DAY 20
THE PASSAGE

JUDGES 7:16-25

THE POINT We don’t know whether the idea of the

torches/jars/trumpets trick came to Gideon by revelation or
native ingenuity helped by the dream. Not that it matters
because “the Spirit of the LORD came upon Gideon” (6:34)
and from then on it is only academic (in similar vein to
Scripture being 100% the Words of God and 100% the words
of men). What we do know is that it was an absolutely brilliant idea. Countless camels crashing? – sounds like the 12
Days of Christmas! It was God and man working in harmony,
but under God’s direction: the interpreting/telling of the dream
setting the Midianite troops on edge, the sudden flash of light
in the night, the rallying sound of the trumpets, the panic of
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beast and man (John Hercus suggests in that order), the ensuing pandemonium (with direct help from the LORD – 22), the
victory pursuit of the combined forces of the tribes of Israel
after seven years of oppression – we can only imagine the
adrenaline rush!
THE PARTICULARS

• Gideon was the leader in every part of the campaign, but he
always acknowledged that it was the LORD’s battle (17-18).
TO PONDER ... AND TO PRAY

• How does the battle-cry, “A sword for the LORD and for
Gideon”, help us to relate man’s responsibility to God’s sovereignty?

N E W S

Across
Australia
Presbyterians honoured

Scommunity
everal Presbyterians were honoured for
service in the Australia Day
honours list on 26 January. They include:
AM: Mr John Geoffrey Orr, elder of
Scots Presbyterian Church, Albany
Creek (Qld) for service to accountancy
and to the community in service through
welfare and church organisations.
OAM: Mr William Affleck Adams,
elder of Sandringham Presbyterian
Church (Vic) and former mayor of
Sandringham, for service a range of health,
service and church organisations.
Mr James Pender Clark, elder of
Scone Presbyterian Church (NSW), for
service through a range of charitable, service and aged care organisations.
Mr William McKenzie Cleland, former member of Ormond Presbyterian
Church and now Frankston High Street
Uniting Church, for service through a
range of aged care, social welfare, church
and education organisations and to the
law.
Mr Desmond Drewitt Davey, elder of
Presbyterian and Uniting Churches since
1945, for service to education as a teacher
and principal.
Mrs Renie Stewart Humphreys, elder
of Swansea Presbyterian Church (NSW)
since 1969, for service through church,
welfare and education organisations.
Mr Graeme Gillies Johnstone, elder
of St Peter’s Presbyterian Church,
Cowra for 40 years to 1998, for service
through a range of service organisations.
Mr Ralph William Lane, of
Annandale, NSW, for service to the arts
through broadcasting and music.
Mrs Janet Elliott (Jean) McNaught,
of Lismore, NSW, researching the history

of 134 Presbyterian churches in northeatern NSW for service to history.
Mrs Iris Sarah Mellon, session clerk of
Cessnock Presbyterian Church (NSW),
for 40 years until 2004, for service
through a range of church, health, social
welfare and educational organisations.
Mr Lloyd William Saltmarsh,
deceased, of St Stephens Presbyterian
Church, Surrey Hills (Vic) for service to
veterans and their families and through
the University of the Third Age and the
Neighbourhood Watch Program.

Design DVD

C

ampus Crusade for Christ have sent a
DVD promoting intelligent design to
3000 schools. More than 100 schools are
already teaching intelligent design as science, alongside the mandatory curriculum requirement to study evolution.
These schools include Christian community, Seventh Day Adventist, and a small
number of Anglican schools. Many more
may follow with the $21.95 DVD
Unlocking the Mystery of Life: Intelligent
Design.
Campus Crusade national director
Bill Hodgson said the DVD was sent to
3000 public and private schools before
the end of the 2005 school year. “We have
made available to schools a copy of the
DVD as a resource,” he told the Sydney
Morning Herald. “There is no prescription on what people do with it.” Schools
that refused to “re-examine the basis of
evolution” were engaging in “reactionary
censorship”.
The Teachers Federation told the
newspaper that the unsolicited DVD was
a religious marketing exercise which
“should be rejected” by schools. Mr
Hodgson said it had “nothing to do with
creationism”, but there was widespread
confusion even in religious circles.

Nine graduate

N

ine students of the Consortium of
Reformed Colleges (a ministry of the
Presbyterian Church of Queensland and
the Westminster Presbyterian Church)
graduated at the end of 2005. They are
Steve Blencowe, Peter Stanton, Ross
Wilson, Paul Seiler, Garnet Swann,
Anne-Marie George, Bradley Street,
Christian Frost and Daniel Bigg. AnneMarie is the CRC’s first female graduate.
Most of the other graduates are hoping to
enter the ministry of the Presbyterian
Church.

Convener stands down

AAnne
fter 13 years of zealous service, Mrs
Ball is standing down as convener
of the PWA (NSW) Presbyterian Market
Committee. Over the years the market
has raised a large amount of money for
various gospel works. Last year it raised
$27,600.

Narracoorte ordination

TAndrew
he ordination and induction of Rev.
Gall took place at Narracoorte
(SA) on 22 September. The service was
well attended by members of the
Presbyterian Church, other local
Christian churches and their ministers,
local school principals and the
Narracoorte mayor Richard Bourne.
Also there were Moderator-General Bob
Thomas, Presbyterian Theological
College principal Douglas Milne and
South Australian moderator Reg
Mathews.

Churches unite

Tdecided
he Presbytery of Penola (SA)
in December to unite the
Millicent and Penola charges into the
Wattle Range Presbyterian Charge
with Rev. Alan Clarkson as its moderator. On 12 December the joint session
met for the first time and elected
Brendan Provis session clerk and Mrs
Lucinda Johnson secretary/treasurer.
The new charge, with five congregations
spreads over a large area, from
Dergholm, over the Victorian border, to
Rendelsham west of Millicent, some 100
kilometres east to west.

Ready for Games

M
elbourne’s Scots Church is planning
a ministry of service during the
Commonwealth Games from 15 to 26
March. The Games will bring 4500 athletes from 71 nations to compete in 16

Caloundra – Qld
Self contained 2 BR Units. Ocean
views, BBQ & heated pool, close to
shops and beaches.
Specials: 2 nights @ $200,
3 nights @ $250.
Contact Marianne/Martin
07 5491 7155
or email info@seafarerchase.net
Web www.seafarerchase.net
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different sports, and an expected 100,000
visitors from overseas and interstate.
Scots is in the heart of the city, within
three kilometres of venues for 14 of the
sports. There are six regular services during the two weeks of the Games, and the
church plans two more services on
Friday evenings at 5.30pm. The church
will be open every day of the Games,
with organ recitals and other musical
events to enhance contemplation.
Visitors to the church will be offered
maps, cups of coffee and information
about travelling around the city and to
sporting venues. The church will hold a
sausage sizzle in Collins Street on several
days.

Kenmore congregation

I

n 2005 the Ann Street (Qld) Session
approached the Presbytery of Brisbane to
establish a new congregation in the
Kenmore area, after initial work by a
group of believers led by elder Daniel
Djamaludin. A new Home Mission station under the Ithaca Session was due to
open at the start of this year, with Rev.
Robert Herrgott as moderator. Steven
Blencoe (07 3300 6158) has been
appointed by the PCQ Home Mission
Committee.

Toowoomba minister

R

ev. Andrew Clarke was inducted into
the North Toowoomba congregation
(Qld) on 4 November. Andrew and his
wife Simone were both born in

Queensland and have spent the past 10
years ministering to the St John’s congregation in Bendigo (Vic).

mass media generally ignore or downplay
its gravity.”
Assist News Service

Stroke was “God’s wrath”

Around
the World
Archbishop cites persecution

‘A

rchbishop Charles Chaput, of the
diocese of Denver, broke free from politically correct restrictions to speak openly
about growing Moslem persecution of
Christians, in an address to the United
States Commission on International
Religious Freedom, of which he is a
member.” So wrote Gudrun Schultz in a
recent
story
carried
on
LifeSiteNews.com.
In his story, Schultz quoted
Archbishop Chaput as saying, “AntiChristian discrimination and violence
seem to be growing throughout the
Islamic world. In the past several years,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Egypt, Sudan, Saudi
Arabia, Indonesia and even Moslem-controlled areas of the heavily Catholic
Philippines have all seen extraordinary
acts of bloodshed against Christians.”
The Archbishop expressed his concern
over consistent lack of media attention
given to acts of violence against
Christians. He said: “Three things distinguish anti-Christian persecution and discrimination around the world. First, it’s
ugly. Second, it’s growing. And third, the

Mr Richard Spiteri
Manager

C

hristian broadcaster Pat Robertson has
suggested that Israeli Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon’s stroke last month was
divine punishment for “dividing God’s
land”. “God considers this land to be
His,” Robertson said on his TV program
The 700 Club. “You read the Bible and He
says ‘This is My land,’ and for any prime
minister of Israel who decides he is going
to carve it up and give it away, God says,
‘No, this is Mine’.”
Sharon ordered Israel’s withdrawal
from Gaza last year. In Robertson’s
broadcast
from
his
Christian
Broadcasting Network in Virginia Beach,
the evangelist said he had personally
prayed about a year ago with Sharon,
whom he called “a very tender-hearted
man and a good friend.” He said he was
sad to see Sharon in this condition.
He also said, however, that in the Bible,
the prophet Joel “makes it very clear that
God has enmity against those who ‘divide
my land’.” Sharon “was dividing God’s
land and I would say woe unto any prime
minister of Israel who takes a similar
course to appease the European Union,
the United Nations or the United States,”
Robertson said.

Hospital Bibles “offensive”

Thospital
he century-old tradition of bibles in
bedside lockers could be ended in
a British health trust after officials decided
they might offend ethnic minorities.
Senior executives at the University of
Leicester NHS Trust said it was also concerned that the books helped to spread
the MRSA bacteria and it would rule on
whether to remove them from wards. The
proposal angered Christians and Muslims
who accused the hospital of political correctness.
Leicester has one of Britain’s largest
ethnic minority populations and the trust
is concerned that the many non-Christian
patients might be offended. A spokesman
refused to say who suggested the ban, but
said that she was “not aware” that any
complaints about Bibles had been made.

Churches blocked

F

ollowing the closure of scores of
churches in the past two years, the
Indonesian government is revising a
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controversial law to regulate places of
worship. Christian leaders fear the
changes will do little to keep Muslim
communities from blocking or shutting
down churches. The original 1969 decree
requires all religious groups to apply for
permits before setting up a place of worship. Neighbours in the immediate vicinity of a proposed church, mosque or
Hindu temple must give their consent
before a permit is granted.
Under proposed revisions, community
members will serve as “inter-faith forums”
to give approval before a church could
even apply for a permit. This will give
them even more power in establishing the
religious make-up of a village. “If it comes
down to a vote, Muslim leaders will influence others to vote against churches,” said
Father Antonius Benny Susetyo, a
spokesman for the Indonesian Bishops’
Council.
Compass Direct

Christian kidnapped

R

isking the loss of family honor, an
Egyptian Christian couple last week went
public with their daughter’s sudden disappearance under questionable circumstances. After highlighting 21-year-old
Heba Nabil Narouz Ghali in “missing
persons” reports in the newspaper and
over national television, the Ghali family
has identified a Muslim man whom they
are accusing of kidnapping their daughter.
The family’s lawyer, Athanasius William,
plans to file a kidnapping report next
week. He hopes that action will obligate
the police to produce Nabil Ghali’s
daughter, but in all such cases in the past,
he said, “I only know of one where the girl
had the courage to say that she was taken
by force.”
Compass

On the
Agenda

Vietnamese churches stand

I

n an unprecedented shift, Vietnamese
church leaders are now petitioning
authorities more openly and internationally. In a country that sentenced Father
Nguyen Van Ly to 15 years in prison for
writing to a US government agency about
religious rights violations, leaders of one
of Vietnam’s recognised churches have
openly copied their petition against such
abuses not only to US and European
Union officials, but to foreign media
organisations. Since 5 October, Rev.
Phung Quang Huyen and Rev. Au
Quang Vinh, president and general secretary respectively of the Evangelical
Church of Vietnam (North), have
copied foreign governments and media
on petitions they have written on behalf
of persecuted Hmong Christians.

Dalit ruling deferred

Iforndia’sthe Supreme
Court in November
third time deferred ruling on
whether Dalit Christians (low-caste
“untouchables”) can be denied job and
education rights. Dalits belonging to
Hindu, Buddhist and Sikh faiths qualify
for a government plan that reserves 26 per
cent of jobs and educational places for
them. Under current laws, Dalits who
convert to Christianity or Islam lose their
reservation privileges. Christian leaders
said India’s 16 million Dalit Christian are
extremely frustrated and demoralised by
the government’s position.

Time isn’t money
By Ross Gittins.

W

hen you remember how important it
is to our lives, it’s surprising how little
attention we devote to the question of
time. We obsess about money, but time is
just as important.
I’ve been encouraged to think about
time by the observations of Dr Michael

Schluter, president of Britain’s
Relationships Foundation. He’s coined
the term “chronomics” for study of the
laws governing the use of time.
At its most fundamental, time is the
great leveller. Whether we’re rich or poor
we each get the same allocation – 24 hours
a day, 168 hours a week. But it doesn’t stay
that simple. If you’re rich enough, you can
buy the time of other people.
Although we focus so much on money,
time and money are closely related.
Schluter says the language of money is
readily applied to time: it is spent, saved,
allocated, invested and wasted.
Both time and money have the same
limitation: opportunity cost. Just as
money that’s spent on A can’t be spent on
B, so it is with the spending of time. An
important difference, however, is that
time can’t be stored.
Most of us sell our time for money –
though some of us get paid a lot more an
hour than others do.
Why do we feel so rushed these days?
Well, one answer is that we want a lot of
money, so we sell off a lot of our time.
Then we use a fair bit of that money paying other people to do for us the things
we no longer have time to do for ourselves.
Whether we’re better off on the deal
financially turns mainly on whether our
after-tax earnings per hour are higher than
the cost per hour of the people we pay to
do our cleaning, washing, child minding,
food preparation, etc.
This is a consideration many working
mothers have pondered. Many of them
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are not at all sure they’re in front. But
wives who don’t work often don’t do the
opposite calculation: they’re more conscious of their lack of a second income
than they are of all the time they have to
do things for themselves.
They’re aware of the tax breaks they
don’t get because they don’t do paid
work – a second tax-free threshold, for
instance – but forget that all the extra
unpaid work they’re able to do for themselves has the great advantage of being
untaxed.
Much technological advancement,
including the growing number of “mod
cons” in the home, is intended to save
time. But while it raises our productivity –
the amount we’re able to produce or get
done in an hour – it rarely leaves us with
time on our hands.
As much more can be produced within
a unit of time, the value of time has
increased. As a result, according to
Schluter, an hour’s work is reckoned to be
worth 25 times more than in 1830.
It’s our higher productivity – arising
from our better educations and the better
machines we work with – that causes time
(an hour of labour) to be worth a lot more
in developed economies than in developing economies. (Compare the cost of a
haircut in America and China and you’ll
see my point.)

You’d think that as our time has
become more valuable over the years – as
hourly wage rates have risen so much in
real terms – we’d be using the extra
money to allow us to work fewer hours.
But it hasn’t worked out that way.
Indeed, for many of us the number of
hours we work has increased even as
hourly wage rates have risen.
That’s partly because you and I have
given higher priority to increasing our
incomes than to increasing our leisure.
We’ve been happy to trade more of our
time for money.
But it’s also because we measure and
account for money more carefully than
we do time. To some extent, Australia’s
greatly increased wealth over the past
decade has arisen from us working longer
and harder.
We’ve seen an intensification of work –
we get less time to achieve a given amount
of work. In other words, because everyone focuses on money – on cutting costs
or increasing profits – it’s time that gets
squeezed to fit. We work at a faster pace or
stay late to catch up.
When businesses “downsize” their
staff, they don’t cut the amount of work
to be done commensurately. When governments use the assumption of annual
“efficiency dividends” to cut their budgets, their unacknowledged assumption is
that everyone will work a bit harder to
make up.
When bosses introduce new forms of
accountability – performance reviews or
key performance indicators – they rarely

hire extra workers to help with the extra
paperwork. Where workers don’t or can’t
make up the slack, the quality of the product or service suffers and the burden spills
over to customers.
When I flew to New Zealand recently,
I had to queue at the check-in for a full
hour (I timed it). Qantas was saving the
staff time it had to pay for by wasting the
time of its customers – which it didn’t
have to pay for.
You can see a lot of that about if you’re
conscious of it. Doctors’ waiting rooms,
for instance, are about saving the doctors’
time by wasting the patients’ time.
But a more serious issue is the way the
squeeze on our time – whether selfimposed or otherwise – damages the thing
that ultimately matters most to us: our
relationships with family and friends.
The maintenance of relationships –
and the mutual enjoyment of relationships – requires time. Lots of it. New
technology, such as mobile phones and
email, allows us to keep up relations with
many more people and with less expenditure of time.
But there’s often a loss of quality.
Modern communication methods are a
poor substitute for face-to-face contact.
If we continue our heightened pursuit
of money while ignoring the effects on
our time, we’ll continue feeling “income
rich and time poor”. But the highest price
we pay won’t be the feeling of being endlessly rushed, it will be the damage to our
neglected relationships.
Sydney Morning Herald
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Simply bewitching
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe film is a triumph.

W

ell it’s finally here! One of the
most beloved children’s stories
of the last century has received
its first proper treatment as a
feature Hollywood film. And what a treat
it is! The director Andrew Adamson
(who is also responsible for directing
Shrek 1 and 2) has done a marvelous job at
bringing the tale of The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe to life.
Much as Peter Jackson did with The
Lord of the Rings trilogy, Adamson faced a
massive challenge of pleasing (or is that
appeasing?) an audience that consisted of
at least two to three generations of people
who have an in depth knowledge and
appreciation of the book. However, anyone familiar with Lewis’s work will not be
disappointed. One gets the feel that
Adamson directed with the book firmly in
mind, and I for one felt that the movie was
even better than I imagined the land of
Narnia to be.
Adamson follows the original storyline
meticulously with the only really significant changes being as to how the characters speak to one another. On this point
Adamson articulates well the challenge
that he faced. “I said to the estate early on
that I needed to change some of the language. There’s a simplicity to the writing
as well that was very much the style of the
era but a lot of the dialogue is dated. I said
I wanted it to be somewhere between
‘rather’ and ‘dude’. There’s a place that
exists which is just people talking normally.”
While some may feel that Adamson
has gone too far I believe that he has
achieved the balance perfectly. Actually,
the movie has introduced some very
funny one-liners that really add to the
story.

O

ne of the real strengths of the movie,
though, lies in its impact upon the
viewer visually. Every camera angle has an
artistic beauty to it, with much of the
imagery simply stunning. Another positive is the musical score to the film, which
captures the mood perfectly and creates a
real sense of tension and excitement.
Coupled with this, the special effects
are also nothing short of astounding.
Costing an estimated $A200 million, the

Mark
Powell
results are more than evident. The mythical inhabitants of Narnia are so believable
you’d almost think they were real, and the
battle scenes are on par with anything in
The Lord of the Rings. And while some
have thought that Aslan doesn’t have the

When the
White Witch
and Aslan do
speak to one
another there
is no doubt
who is the
more majestic.

theless, how the other characters in the
film relate to Aslan does show that he is
someone more powerful than anything
else. Not only that, but on the few occasions where the White Witch and Aslan
do speak directly to one another there is
no doubt as to who is the more majestic
of the two.
The only negative comment I would
make about the film is that, especially
towards the end, it probably pushes the
boundaries of its PG rating. While this is
not necessarily a weakness of the film in
and of itself (for older audiences definitely
benefit from the spectacular battle scenes
and action sequences), I would offer a
word of warning to those thinking of taking younger children who are not yet at
school: that you may find that they spend
at least some of the movie perched upon
your lap!
Mark Powell is minister of Wee Waa
ap
Presbyterian Church, NSW.

grace and poise of a real lion – I’ll leave
that for the viewer to decide, but I didn’t
think so – the animation involving the
beavers and especially the wolves is particularly well done.
However, while the cast have all been
excellently chosen (for instance, the actor
who plays Edmund has an endearing yet
at the same time unlikable quality about
him) the one who really stole the show
for me was Tilda Swinton who plays the
White Witch. Even those critical of the
film have remarked positively about her
performance. She is so good, in fact, that
Sandra Hall of The Sydney Morning
Herald suggests that her character presents a significant challenge to the figure
of Aslan. She says, “Big he may be, but in
comparison, he looks pretty creaky.
Although he has the velvety resonance of
Liam Neeson’s voice working for him, he
never quite manages to do a King Kong
and transcend the fact that he was born of
a marriage between computer and puppet
maker.”
But Hall is too critical. While Swinton
does do a superb job of personifying the
cruel nature of Narnia’s ice queen, neverAU S T RA L I A N P R E S BY T E R I A N
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Roaring in vain
The hypocrisy over the new Narnia film is not by Christians.

I

t is hard to find a group today more
puritanical than the anti-Christian,
anti-Narnia brigade. They have
unleashed an entirely disproportionate assault on the film The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe, which opened in
Australia in December. Britain’s Observer
newspaper called it “holy war”, while
Guardian columnist Polly Toynbee wrote
that “adults who wince at the worst elements of Christian belief may need a sickbag handy”.
Of the idea of Christ dying to save sinners, she sneers like a petulant adolescent,
“did we ask him to?” Such critics are
appalled that the film may smuggle in
some form of subliminal Christian proselytising of unwary children. First, that’s
very unlikely. Second, even if it were true,
so what? It’s a practice hallowed throughout the history of film that moral messages seethe below the surface. And third,
some of the fuss rests on a long-standing
secular prejudice that religion presents a
coloured (and egregious) worldview,
whereas their own is neutral, value-free
and corresponds to reality.
It is not surprising that Andrew
Adamson’s long and lovely adaption of C.
S. Lewis’ children’s tale has evoked such
wrath. In fidelity to the book, he does not
shy away from the allegorical aspects
(though he doesn’t highlight them
either). More offensive to the cultural
guardians, though, is that the film was
backed by a fundamentalist Christian
(Philip Anschutz of Walden Media) and
that it was heavily promoted, following
Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ, to

Barney
Zwartz
organised Christianity in the United
States. And the film certainly has specific
Christian allusions, not least the way the
“passion” of Aslan on the stone table mirrors that of Christ, with brutality, humiliation and death. Afterwards Aslan quotes
Christ on the
cross: “It is finished.”
However, you
Many fine have to already
films have u n d e r s t a n d
of
sought to per- something
suade people Christianity to
under cover of get the allusions.
a good story. Otherwise these
are buried among
a plethora of
influences, which
Age
reviewer
Philippa Hawker identified as E. E.
Nesbit, Enid Blyton, The Wind in the
Willows, Greek and Norse mythology,
Hans Christian Andersen and schoolboy
chivalry. Many commentators have
observed that to those who don’t already
have a background in Christianity – and a
recent poll of British teens revealed that
43 per cent did not know what Easter
commemorated – that message is lost
among the special effects of talking animals, fauns, centaurs, minotaurs, dwarfs
and magic. Also, in a world where children watch Die Hard, Alien or Dumb and
Dumber, the positive messages of films
like Harry Potter and Narnia must surely
be welcome.
To those who complain that the film
might prepare people to accept
Christianity in a sort of pre-evangelism, I
argue that many fine films have sought to
persuade people under cover of a good
story. I’m sure that those outraged by
Narnia are not equally upset by To Kill a
Mockingbird or Mississippi Burning, with
their anti-racism message, or the new
George Clooney film Good Night and
Good Luck. This film about the
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McCarthy era resonates because many see
in it the modern America of the Patriot
Act. Charlie Chaplin’s The Great Dictator
wasn’t just a comedy.
Yet such films can be more effective in
shaping opinion or breaking prejudices
than films that are overt propaganda, such
as Leni’s Riefenstahl’s apotheosis of
Nazism or Mike Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11.
Some put Mel Gibson’s Passion in the
same category. Both left and right,
Christian and secular, are prone to selective outrage, but this can readily segue
into hypocrisy (something against which
Christianity’s founder fulminated, but
into which his followers can fall as swiftly
as anyone else).
Finally,
worldview.
Certainly,
Christians have a specific worldview,
which they claim is both reasonable and
internally coherent. Others, such as Polly
Toynbee, disagree – but they do so
because they also have a worldview built
apart from God. Christians find this secular claim to the epistemological high
ground as annoying as atheists find
Christians’ claim to the high ground in
morality.

I

n the worldview conflict there is no
such thing as neutrality. That would
require a God’s eye view that encompassed all and understood all, which stood
outside the universe and independent of
it. And, according to all theistic religions,
God chooses not to stand apart from creation.
If there is a paradox involved in The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe that
bothers me, it is employing Christianity
in the pursuit of Mammon. I was
delighted to see that Father Christmas in
the film was not dressed in Coca-Cola
red, but – and my dismay is doubtless
naive – before the film began there were
three advertisements for marketing merchandise, the Narnia Playstation game,
and a Narnia competition. Few can doubt
that for Disney, and others, that’s the real
agenda.
Barney Zwartz is religion editor of The
Age, Melbourne, where this article first
ap
appeared.
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God told me
Scripture is all we need to understand the will of God.

I

was dumbfounded (a pretty rare
occurrence).This fellow had just told
me that his supervisor had assigned
him the task to make a master-plan
for a new church plant, and that when he
prayed about it God told him just to use
the words of Jesus.
Let me be clear. He said that God told
him that in his planning for this new
church, he was only to consult, reflect
upon, quote the words of Jesus.
This fellow was a full-time employee of
a Christian organisation. He was evidently himself a Christian. Too, unlike
other employees of this organisation, he
had a Masters of Divinity. And that from
an evangelical seminary. He had been
then, we are to assume, carefully trained in
the Bible and theology. We should also
assume that he had provided credible and
helpful leadership to a local church somewhere, if he was now in the very responsible position that he was in. And it was this
person who stood there and told me in all
sincere piety and simple trust that God
told him only to consult the words of
Jesus when planning for a new church.
If you’ve ever seen those old Keystone
Kops movies where all of these 1910-circa
cops with high, rounded hats and billyclubs come rushing in to a scene in an
over-crowded car, get out, rush around,
and then all converge on the same point,
creating mayhem and humour, you have
some idea of what it felt like was going on
in my brain as I listened to this friend.
Except for the humour.

‘J

esus only mentioned the church
explicitly twice!” I thought. “There
are more than 20 other books in the New
Testament that were composed as letters
to churches to instruct them!” I thought.
“How did you get this responsibility?” I
thought. “What did they teach you at
seminary?” I thought. “How did God tell
you?” I thought. “What else has ‘He’
said?” I thought.
There were more. I said nothing,
partly out of surprise, partly out of fear of
what I might say. After a few more brief
questions and rambling answers, I
decided to say something simple about
how there were other books in the New
Testament that Christ’s Spirit had

Mark
Dever
inspired particularly for the direction of
churches, and that I hoped he would consider them as well, and then I made a
quick exit. I hoped my awkwardness
wasn’t evident.
It was exchanges like this one — many
of them — over
the past few years
The students
that has encourprayed
aged me to consider afresh the
earnestly that
importance of the
God would
doctrine of the
speak to them,
sufficiency
of
while their
Scripture. This
Bibles lay
doctrine was a
closed on
keystone in the
their seats.
Protestant
Reformation.
One of the principal disputes between
Rome and the Reformers was whether
God had promised that He would continue to provide inspired, unerring
instruction through Peter and his successors. Rome said that that’s what Jesus

O

taught in Matthew 16.
The Reformers denied this, saying that,
instead, the Scriptures themselves were
sufficient for our instruction, albeit with
the Holy Spirit’s illumination of our
minds. They taught that the Scriptures
would be perspicuous — that is, clear —
and sufficient. Matters important to us
would be reasonably clear, not obscure.
And the Scriptures taken as a whole
would suffice for our needs for divine
guidance. Many other issues are related,
but the one we’re considering is simply
that the Scriptures are sufficient.
While evangelical Protestantism as a
whole has continued to teach this —
flanked by the claimed authority of the
Roman church and tradition on the right,
and by the subjective claims for the
authority of each person’s “inner light” by
the Quakers on our left — there has
grown up within evangelicalism another
thought. More in our piety than in our
written theology, there has grown up the
idea that God’s Word written must
become God’s Word to us personally by
some sort of powerful encounter with it
or its meaning. This isn’t conceived of in
tomes of divinity, as Neo-Orthodox theologians like Karl Barth developed it, but
in simple, regular practice.
I think of another friend who attended
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(7 messages spread over the three days)

Topics: Cultivating holiness, Family worship, Living submissively by faith, Handling affliction Christianly, Relishing the Love
of God, Fighting unbelief, Beholding Christ’s glory [and an additional meeting for office bearers: How to cope with criticism].

Location & More Information: Magill Free Church
(formerly Bible Presbyterian), 496 Magill Rd, Magill, SA 5072
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an evangelical student fellowship, where
for two hours the students sang and
prayed earnestly and pleadingly that God
would speak to them, all the while with
their Bibles lying there closed on their
seats. This is the problem that “God told
me” piety brings for the sufficiency of
Scripture. And where we pastors and
elders do not understand that Scripture is
sufficient, we cannot be surprised if our
church members, in sincere search for the
truth, wander off to Rome on the one
hand, or liberal subjectivism on the other
looking for some kind of sufficient
authority. Mormons particularly exploit
evangelical weakness on this issue of being
uninstructed about Scripture’s sufficiency.
This issue is of vital concern to us as
pastors, particularly as pastors who realise
the centrality of Biblical exposition to our
ministry. An understanding of the sufficiency of Scripture is the context in which
we assert, maintain and practise the centrality of Scripture in the life of the
church.

T

wenty years ago, in the midst of the
flurry of writing about the inerrancy
of Scripture, little was being written about
the sufficiency of Scripture. It appeared in
writings about the Reformers’ views of
Scriptures. So you could read R. C.
Sproul’s fine essay, “Sola Scriptura:
Crucial to Evangelicalism”, in The

Scotch College
Melbourne

H

E

O

L

O

G Y

Foundations of Biblical Authority, ed.
James Montgomery Boice (Zondervan,
1978), pp. 101-119. More recently, Wayne
Grudem has written a largely fine chapter
on the sufficiency of Scripture in his
Systematic Theology. The final few pages
are dedicated to practical applications of
the doctrine, and in them is much wisdom. He clearly asserts that “when we are
facing a problem of genuine importance

- Full and half scholarships

Carl Trueman, eds., The Trustworthiness of
God: Perspectives on the nature of Scripture
(Eerdmans, 2002). Don Kistler has edited
a more popular volume Sola Scriptura
(Soli Deo Gloria, 1995) in which John
MacArthur has a clear chapter on “The
Sufficiency of the Written Word”. The
Banner of Truth has once again served us
well by bringing out a whole volume on
the topic by Noel Weeks entitled simply
The Sufficiency of Scripture (1988). And
David King and William Webster have
recently collaborated to bring us a threevolume set which defends the thesis that
the early church fathers believed and
taught that the Scriptures were authoritative and sufficient: Holy Scripture: The
Ground and Pillar of Our Faith (Christian
Resources, 2001).
On the 9Marks Ministries website, we
now offer you another resource, coming
at this from the other direction, so to
speak. We are looking at this challenge not
from formulations of the doctrine of
Scripture. (For that vital work, see the
books and articles cited above.) We,
rather, are considering this issue from the
perspective of the average Christian, wondering how they should know God’s will.
It’s very often here, in the culture of your
congregation that the sufficiency and
therefore the centrality of Scripture is
first, and most thoroughly, and most disastrously undermined.
So, we asked our own Greg Gilbert to
review a number of works (there are many
more out there) published on this question of knowing the will of God. We hope
that you find them of some help. Feel free
and reprint them in your church newsletter, perhaps in a series. Simply give credit
and refer to the 9Marks Ministries website
address.

Boarding Scholarships
Music Scholarships
Means-tested scholarships

I

It’s in the
culture of the
congregation
that the
sufficiency
and therefore
the centrality
of Scripture
is first
undermined.
to our Christian life, we can approach
Scripture with the confidence that from it
God will provide us with guidance for that
problem”.
More recently still, Timothy Ward has
written a careful piece considering traditional claims to the sufficiency of
Scripture in light of contemporary
hermeneutical issues, “The Diversity and
Sufficiency of Scripture”, Paul Helm &

Applications are invited
for scholarships for entry
to Year 7 or Year 9 in 2007
•
•
•
•

Academic Scholarships

Tel: 03 9810 4203 / Fax: 03 9810 4333
Email: Admissions@scotch.vic.edu.au

f we are going to be committed to centring our shepherding on feeding the
sheep and leading them by God’s Word,
then we had best be able to consider what
it means that the Scriptures are sufficient.
We need to know, consider, explain and
teach that the Scriptures are sufficient. I
know they are. God told me. All Scripture
is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in
righteousness, so that the man of God
may be thoroughly equipped for every
good work” (II Timothy 3:16-17).

An Independent School for Boys
Based upon Christian principles, Scotch College
has a proud tradition of academic excellence, an
extensive sporting and co-curricular program and
outstanding facilities in a convenient location.

Mark Dever is senior pastor of Capitol Hill
Baptist Church in Washington, DC and
executive director of 9Marks. This article is
reprinted from the 9Marks website,
ap
www.9marks.com.

Examination date:
Saturday, 25 February, 2006

Music Auditions:
Sunday, 26 February, 2006

Applications close:
Thursday, 16 February, 2006
For entry forms and further details contact

www.scotch.vic.edu.au

1 Morrison Street, Hawthorn Vic 3122
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Pulpit power
Christians in Australia are flexing their political muscle.

‘T

here are no damned votes in
foreign aid,’’ former US
President Richard Nixon
famously asserted, and politicians believe him. Thus it was a remarkable triumph when Prime Minister John
Howard stood up at the United Nations
summit in September and announced that
Australian aid would double by 2010.
And it was a triumph won outside the
normal processes of politics by campaigning Christians and aid groups. “It’s not as
though the electorate said double aid,’’
says World Vision chief Tim Costello of
the government’s pledge to boost foreign
aid. “It’s the impact of aid agencies and
lots of Christians.’’
In the months leading up to the decision, Costello and other Christian aid
agency leaders visited and lobbied up to
70 Coalition MPs, arguing that Australia’s
response to last year’s Boxing Day
tsunami showed the electorate wasn’t
against aid.
“We’d say if they were going overseas,
drop in on a World Vision program,’’ says
Costello. “Different agencies took many
overseas. I addressed a dinner in Canberra
organised by (prominent Christian and
Liberal MP) Bruce Baird. It really ratcheted up towards September, that was the
big deadline, and it was a pretty impressive
result.’’
It was indeed, and to many observers it
proved two theses that 10 years ago would
have been inconceivable: first, that on
many issues the churches provide a much
more principled and effective opposition
to the Government than the Labor Party,
and second, that in Canberra’s corridors
of power church leaders are once again
being heard. “Church leaders have begun
to fill a bit of a vacuum,’’ says Sydney
Anglican Archbishop Peter Jensen, one
leader the Prime Minister takes seriously.

O

n the war in Iraq, treatment of asylum seekers, mandatory detention
and welfare reforms, Labor has either
been too divided or too poll-driven to
mount much of a challenge to the
Howard Government.
Monash University politics professor
Jim Walter says: “Labor has been
extremely ineffective, and hasn’t found a

Barney
Zwartz
way to exert any leadership or the reasoned moral commentary the church
leaders provide.’’ Former Victorian Labor
deputy Premier Robert Fordham criticises
the “reluctance of the Labor Party in
recent years to be ahead of public opinion
and stand for issues of principle’’.
Asylum seekers is one obvious
example, where
“Politicians do
Labor – in deferrespect people
ence to opinion
who take their
polls – tucked in
faith seriously,
behind
the
who try to live
Government’s
with integrity,
hard-line policy
faith and
of
mandatory
morality.”
detention.
Church leaders
TIM COSTELLO
have consistently
criticised both
parties. Before the 2001 election, dominated by September 11 and Tampa, then
Baptist Union president Tim Costello
said he could not remember an election
with such a clear moral issue treated by
the main parties with such clear amoral
electioneering. He accused both sides of
playing to “darker, more populist
instincts’’. Uniting Church president
James Haire complained that both parties
were unwilling to hose down xenophobia.
Before the 2004 election Anglican leader
Peter Carnley said of mandatory detention that Australia was “a nation hellbent’’ on disturbingly questionable morality. Labor, which instituted the policy
under Paul Keating, has consistently said
that border protection requires strong
measures.
Former deputy Prime Minister Brian
Howe, who is also a Uniting Church minister, says that the Keating Government
didn’t pay particular attention to the
churches. “Church memberships are
declining, so politicians are inclined to discount their statements because they don’t
know how many they are speaking for.
Also, in Australia, we are so pragmatic that

people who talk about moral or philosophical ideas tend to be discounted.’’
That’s much less true today. There are
several reasons, including the revitalisation of religion generally, Christians’
growing awareness of themselves as a constituency, and the large numbers of professing Christians in Parliament, and especially in the Government. These include
John Howard, Peter Costello, Tony
Abbott, Kevin Andrews, Philip Ruddock,
Bruce Baird and, until recently, John
Anderson.
At the same time, partly in response
and partly following American developments, Coalition politicians have wooed
Pentecostal and evangelical church leaders, with Treasurer Peter Costello visiting
Hillsong, the nation’s largest church, and
endorsing the Ten Commandments.
Of the religious revitalisation, Monash
University’s Gary Bouma says: “A number of people in different dimensions are
taking whatever they believe more seriously and seeking to drive the social policy implications of what they believe.
That’s true of Muslims as much as
Catholics and even evangelical Christians,
who agree with the other two if they shut
up long enough to hear what others are
saying.’’
Bouma, professor of the sociology of
religion and an Anglican priest, says the
Christian Right’s influence on public policy
has been rising for 20 years. “It was always
there with the Christian Left, but they did
it through the Labor Party,’’ he says.

U

ntil a few decades ago, bishops
expected to – and did – have the ear of
politicians. Anglican historian Bruce Kaye
cites the example of atheist philosopher
John Anderson in the 1930s. At the urging of church leaders, the NSW
Parliament censured him for attacking the
Christian character of the state. What’s
different today is that Australia is selfconsciously a pluralistic society in which
the churches can never hope for their former dominance.
Some of the credit for the churches’
resurgent influence belongs to former
SAS chief Brigadier Jim Wallace, who
founded the Australian Christian Lobby,
and orchestrated the 2004 amendment of
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the Marriage Act to exclude gay unions.
When Labor has not played the opposition role for what seemed good political
reasons, the church has come out –
rightly, Wallace says. “It holds a valid role
as part of the moral conscience in society.
If it remains silent on issues like that then
politics prevails. And it can cause political
parties to be silent on issues they should
have spoken about.
“We are starting to demonstrate that
there is a Christian constituency which
wants to identify itself, but has fallen out
of the habit and doesn’t know how to do
it,’’ he says. Some churches are in decline,
he concedes, but Evangelical and
Pentecostal churches are booming, and
when they speak politicians start to listen.
Professor Jim Walter is not so sure. He
says he is cynical about professing
Christians on the Government’s front
bench, that they are merely following the
American pattern where conservative politics makes Christian claims. “It is a position they are taking for political purposes
rather than a moral stance, so that raises
the question about whether they really are
listening to church leaders.’’
Monash University colleague Paul
Strangio says that after the 2004 election,
some in Labor were concerned that God
had joined the Liberal Party, pointing to
criticism by Anglican and Catholic archbishops of Labor’s education policy. But
Strangio is not concerned that Christian
influence is increasing: “We still have a
pretty robust separation of church and
state.’’

S

alvation Army spokesman John
Dalziel says that the churches acting
co-operatively have been more effective
than once-dominant lobby groups like the
Australian Council of Social Services.
“The difference is that the churches have
started to act together co-operatively, for
example on employment policy. We are
the biggest job network suppliers, and we
united with the three biggest churches,
the Catholics, Anglicans and Uniting. We
flew to Canberra and met the main ministers – Kevin Andrews, Peter Dutton, the
PM’s office – and, interestingly, we discovered we had more influence than being
members of ACOSS. We were more
influential, the four of us together.’’
The Salvation Army’s Brian Watters
had the Prime Minister’s ear on drug policy, chairing the PM’s committee on drugs
until recently, and when Watters changed
his mind so did the PM, Dalziel says.
“Watters’ committee was very diverse, and
included some very liberal attitudes to

S

drugs, and eventually they influenced
Brian to change his mind to harm minimisation rather than zero tolerance. That’s
Brian Watters being influenced by reality.
Then he influenced the PM to make that
the national approach.’’
Dalziel says the churches owe a debt to
Tim Costello, particularly for showing
them how to best use the media. “The
media are the ones who have given us the
power,’’ he says, “because they know that
people are listening to these groups. They
are speaking about principle and cause and
are not political, so it’s worth listening to
what they say.’’
Costello thinks politicians want to
recognise that those who shape values and
faith and morality are important in society, and it’s a role particularly given to
churches. “They do respect people who

“What we try
to avoid is the
old-fashioned
church quasisocialist kneejerk response
which I abominate. It’s so
unhelpful.”
PETER JENSEN

take their faith seriously, who run youth
groups and Sunday schools, who try to
live with integrity, faith and morality,’’ he
says. “What at one level appears an
increasingly secular society, when you
take a closer look you see it’s desperate for
moorings – faith, values, transcendent
beliefs that go beyond narcissism and consumerism. Young people are flooding
back, and John Howard has discerned that
churches are not withering. The deeper
questions of what it’s all about are just as
insistent.’’
Costello claims some wins, not least
against the rampant Jeff Kennett as
Victorian Premier. Costello’s anti-gambling task force got the number of poker
machines pegged at 30,000, a third of what
Kennett intended, and finally forced the
government to acknowledge problem
gambling.
These apparent opposites in personality actually got along well. “The first time
I met Jeff I instantly liked him,’’ Costello
recalls. “I felt here’s a person with a set of
beliefs and directions, some of which I
opposed, but he was someone you could
engage with. He said Christians were yesterday’s people, and I said he’s got one
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part right – Jesus Christ the same yesterday, today and forever (a quote from
Hebrews in the New Testament).’’
All the churches emphasise that they
are not in opposition to the Government,
merely some of its policies. “Ethics is different from policy, which is different from
politics,’’ notes Brian Howe. “Churches
operate at an ethical level and occasionally
venture into policy.’’

V

ictorian Uniting Church justice
spokesman Mark Zirnsak says
churches stick to a core set of values, and
will both praise and criticise a government, whereas an opposition aims to win
an election, and is poll-driven and pragmatic. Churches act as a voice for the vulnerable and disadvantaged, which isn’t
necessarily a focus for the opposition.
Zirnsak
praises
the
Federal
Government’s work on tackling landmines, the promise to double foreign aid
and tackling child labour. He says some
federal and state politicians are ready to
listen – including Kevin Andrews and
Bruce Bilson in Canberra and John
Pandazopoulos in Spring Street – while
some take offence whenever the church
comments, however legitimate or wellinformed.
Some policies it would be odd to criticise, because the churches designed them.
“Often church policy has greater depth
and sophistication than political parties’,’’
Zirnsak says. “We are often invited to
write political parties’ policies, or at least
provide drafts they draw on. They turn
over staff fast, and we have a longer corporate memory. Minister Pandazopoulos
has had six advisers in gaming in the six
years I’ve been in this role. We don’t write
Labor policy but they and the opposition
have adopted some of our suggestions. I’d
say we are having more influence now
(than the 1990s).’’
Peter Jensen says he speaks out only on
some issues of principle, but it’s not
opposition to the government. “I think
the Government on the whole does good
things, and so does Labor. What we try to
avoid is the old-fashioned church quasisocialist knee-jerk response which I
abominate. It’s so unhelpful.
“Second, I don’t think it’s my business
to comment on everything. I haven’t said
anything on terror laws. Third, I’m not
going to march in the street or take political action.’’
Sydney’s Catholic Archbishop,
Cardinal George Pell, says not only is it
not the church’s role to be continually in
opposition, but that politics is mainly the

province of lay people, not clerics. So he
speaks rarely, but “if we’ve had a few useful things to say that remind the people at
large there are important moral issues and
rights under threat, I’m pleased about
that’’.
He says he gets a decent hearing on
both sides of politics, and enjoys a “cordial and positive relationship’’ with both
John Howard and Kim Beazley, though
he’s not sure Mark Latham was as open.
Can he pick up the phone and talk to
the PM or a Cabinet minister? “That
sounds a little grand, but if I wanted to I
could get through very quickly, both in
Cabinet and shadow cabinet. I don’t abuse
such a process, I don’t ring senior politicians lightly.’’
Has Mr Howard approached him?
“Yes, the PM has asked to meet me, but
these are private meetings. I don’t go
round publicising them, and I don’t
intend to start now.’’

P

ell and Jensen employ a different
model from Uniting Church president Dean Drayton or former Anglican
primate Peter Carnley. The first two operate behind the scenes, networking and
influencing quietly – “I prefer to sit down
and talk with political leaders rather than
shouting at them through the media,’’
Jensen observes – while Drayton and
Carnley operate much more publicly, and
are not frightened to lambast the government.
Drayton is unrepentant. “If you look at
the issues – asylum seekers, welfare
reform, workplace relations – each affects
vulnerable people. The church needs to
speak. Otherwise we will be the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff rather than
trying by public discussion to put a fence
at the top,’’ he says.
Of course, leaders who speak out are
addressing not only politicians but their
own flocks. Brian Howe favours the
speaking-out model “because at least it
forces your own constituency to think
about what you are saying. The other lets
you exercise influence but without being
answerable to your own constituents.’’
Which is more effective? “Relationships
are incredibly important in politics.
People are often influenced by the last
person they spoke to or someone who
tells a good anecdote.’’
Robert Fordham – as a member of the
international consultative council, one of
the world’s most influential lay Anglicans
– thinks this is important. “I’ve been a
great fan of Peter Carnley, both as a
church leader and as a prophet. It’s impor-

tant that leaders at that level, like archbishops, are able to fearlessly speak out.
There’s an argument that Peter did that
with too much pleasure but, in balance,
his uninhibited approach to those issues
certainly was appropriate to him and to
the political circumstances of the day.’’
Leaders who work behind the scenes
tend to lose the prophetic voice, he says,
and parishioners don’t know what they
are doing on these issues.
Fordham thinks the churches could
work better with the media and politicians, but believes the Prime Minister is
increasingly impervious to persuasion. He
thinks Howard is overconfident of his
own judgment and doesn’t take kindly to
opposing views, whether in the party
room or outside. “I don’t think we are
likely to see a change in attitude before he
retires. He’s started believing some of the
stuff written about him that grossly exaggerates his role in history.’’
Certainly the PM has not always welcomed intervention by church leaders,

“Leaders who
work behind
the scenes
tend to lose
the prophetic
voice, and
parishioners
don’t know
what they
are doing.”
ROBERT FORDHAM

especially Carnley and Drayton.
Politicians, naturally, tend to welcome
praise and resent criticism. Howard was
delighted at the archbishops’ education
statement before last year’s federal election, condemning Labor’s policy on private schools, but scathingly dismissed
Australia’s Anglican leader, Brisbane
Archbishop Philip Aspinall, when he
spoke out recently on industrial relations.
He said the archbishop didn’t know
what he was talking about, which is not in
fact true. Aspinall headed Anglicare in
Tasmania and also has an MBA, as well as
the benefit of expert advice from church
agencies at the coalface.
The PM was also well off the mark in
claiming – after criticism by Pell and
Jensen of his IR plans – that there was no
Catholic or Anglican position on the subject. The Catholic position was unambiguously set out in an 1891 papal document on workers and capitalism.

What of Labor? Monash University
political scientist Nick Economou says
the party is caught between its natural
inclination to defend rights and its
polling, which shows the vast majority of
Australians share the government’s view.
He agrees the churches have provided
more consistent and coherent opposition
on such issues as asylum seekers. “But at
the end of the day these issues will have to
have a major party to support them or
they will languish, and Labor is more
likely to respond.’’

T

he party, well aware that it has ground
to make up with the churches, formed
its faith, culture and values committee
after the last election, chaired by the articulate and intelligent shadow Foreign
Minister, Kevin Rudd, himself an evangelical.
He concedes that on some issues the
church had been ahead of the Labor Party,
but says that on the social, economic and
foreign policy questions of the age sometimes the church has been out there ahead
of the Labor Party, sometimes Labor has
been ahead of the churches. He also concedes that the Howard Government has
been a better spinmaster to the churches,
but says the churches increasingly see the
government as an emperor with no
clothes and that Labor has a good message
to argue to the Christian community.
“The Conservatives have been politically clever in convincing some
Pentecostal Christians that they are ‘more
Christian’ than us. I think that’s absolute
bull,’’ Rudd says. That every major
Christian tradition, from Catholic to
Pentecostal, argued against IR changes
shows the Government does not still have
the churches “in its back pocket. If it did,
I think they’ve just slipped out, and the
hard heads in government know it’’.
Rudd condemns “the arrogance of the
Howard
Government’s
cafeteria
Christianity – that is, we love it when the
Salvation Army endorses us for X because
that’s appropriate, but when the Anglican
primate speaks he doesn’t know what he’s
talking about. This is repugnant.
Whoever’s in power, the churches have a
responsibility to keep the government on
their toes, to keep them honest.’’
And what could better confer political
respectability on the churches than an
imprimateur to take the place of the oncepowerful Democrats and, as Don Chipp
said, keep the bastards honest.
Barney Zwartz is religion editor of The Age,
ap
where this article first appeared.
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1 Penola parish South Australia now
joined with Millicent and including
Dergholm, Kalangadoo and
Rendelsham with about 110 c&a, 10
yf and 15 e; Alan and Laleen
Clarkson.
2 Upper Blue Mountains parish NSW
comprising Wentworth Falls and
Blackheath with about 70 c&a, 7 yf
and 10 e: Keith and Patricia King.
3 Peter and Anne Burke from
Wahroonga, NSW Mission Partners
(APWM) workers in Nigeria in
finance and hospitality with SIM.
4 Beacon Hill parish northern Sydney
with Forestville - about 105 c&a, 35 yf
and 11 e; Trevor and Penny
Cheetham.
5 Gympie parish Qld with about 65
c&a, 15 yf and 4 e, David and
Elizabeth Cranney.
6 Church and Nation Committees producing statements on moral and other
public issues and the wide use of their
publications throughout the church.
7 Roz Gill from Sommerville, Vic.
Mission Partners (APWM) worker in
Cambodia in educational ministry.
8 The staff in the church offices in
Brisbane, Melbourne and Sydney.
9 Reservoir parish Melbourne with
about 90 c&a, 45 yf and 6 e; Ross and
Sue Tucker.
10 Presbytery of Dubbo NSW 7 parishes
and 2 PIM patrols totaling 19 congregations with ahout 885 c&a and 255
yf, 1 theological candidate, 1 retired
minister and 1 under jurisdiction.
Wayne Connor clerk.
11 Coonabarabran parish northern NSW
including Baradine with about 175

12
13

14

15
16

17

18
19

20

c&a, 25 yf and 11 e; Al and Naomi
Burke.
Godly wisdom and integrity for our
national, state and local government
leaders.
Andrew and Michelle Bulmer from
Parramatta City church NSW Mission
Partners (APWM) workers in Austria
with Pioneers and European Christian
Mission.
All Christian witness at the
Commonwealth Games, Melbourne,
including the impact of special
Scriptures distributed to participants
and visitors.
Ian Howell from Tatura Vic. Mission
Partners (APWM) candidate to work
with Australian Indigenous Ministries.
Effective set up and functioning of the
two new committees in Victoria Church Planting and Evangelism, and
Maintenance of Healthy Parishes.
Ian and Dorcas from Cookinburra
and Albury, Mission Partners (APWM)
workers in South Asia with Red Sea
Team in medical, bookshop and educational work.
Port Macquarie parish NSW north
coast with about 115 c&a, 45 yf; and
12 e; Scott and Cassie Donnellan.
Christian witness in universities and
other tertiary educational institutions
by Christian staff and students, and
chaplains.
Presbytery of Flinders, Vic. 10
parishes and 4 home mission stations
totaling 17 congregations with about
995 c&a and 285 yf, 1 church department head, 1 missionary, 1 theological
candidate, 2 retired ministers and 3
under jurisdiction. Ian Brown clerk.

✃
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21 Ian and Christine Case from
Mitchelton Qld Mission Partners
(APWM) workers as Information
Technology Specialists with WEC
since 1984.
22 Christian Education programmes for
all ages in your parish and presbytery,
and effective use through the church
of the curriculum materials now available.
23 Clarinda parish, bayside Melbourne
with about 100 c&a (communicants
and adherents), 20 yf (younger folk Sunday School and youth) and 2 e
(elders), Andrew Forrester.
24 Ashfield-Petersham parish, Sydney
with about 260 c&a, 20 yf ancl 8 e;
Peter and Sue Hastie .
25 Scots Church congregation Sydney
(1824) with about 70 c&a, 2 yf and 9
e; as its refurbished and enhanced
Margaret Street place of worship is
rededicated today: Adrian and Ann
van Ash.
26 Tweed Heads parish far northern
NSW including Kingscliff
(Chinderah) with about 175 c&a, 25
yf and 5 e; Stephen and Kaylene
Taylor, Steve and Lisa North.
27 Presbytery of Benalla, Vic. 7 parishes
and 2 home mission stations totaling
23 congregations with about 675 c&a
and 145 yf, and 2 retired ministers.
Robert Finster clerk.
28 Auburn parish, western Sydney with
English and Cook Island services and
about 60 c&a, 5 yf and 9 e; Pange and
Sophia Mahutariki.
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Books
Daniel

A Kingdom that Cannot be
Destroyed
Greg Goswell
Onesimus/PTC Media, 2005
Reviewed by Stuart Bonnington

G
reg Goswell has written a brief,
overview commentary on the Old
Testament book of Daniel. This is a very
helpful little book which leads the user to
the heart of the teaching of this much
misused prophet in a sane, evangelical and
balanced way. It also includes study questions, but why are these printed at the
back and not interwoven with the main
text? Nevertheless, if you want a concise,
Bible-focused introduction to Daniel for
study purposes don’t go past this little
book.

O

O

K
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modern Australian values, such as a “fair
go”, tolerance and freedom, and demonstrates that indeed such values can only
properly be understood by looking at
Jesus.
One important feature that should
send ripples through the Government is
his critique of the Liberal Party (and, to a
lesser extent, Labor). He says their origins
reflect the impact of Christianity on
Australian politics, and urges both parties
to revisit their origins and understand the
influence of Jesus.
Australia would do well to take up Dr
Jensen’s call for a national debate about
the Jesus of the Gospels – if nothing else,
it will provoke people to read the Gospels
as adults and consider Jesus’s real and continued significance. I highly recommend
The Future of Jesus to believers and unbelievers alike.
Ryan Smartt is president of the Evangelical
Union at Sydney University.

A Muslim’s Pocket
Guide to Christianity

Stuart Bonnington is minister of Scots
Church, Fremantle, WA.

Malcolm Steer
Fearn: Christian Focus, 2005
Reviewed by Peter Barnes

The Future of Jesus

TMuslims
his is a booklet that is designed for
so that they can better under-

Dr Peter Jensen
ABC Books, 2005
Reviewed by Ryan Smartt

EAustralian
ach year the ABC invites a prominent
to present the result of his or
her work and thinking on major social,
scientific or cultural issues in a series of
radio talks known as the Boyer Lectures.
This book contains the 2005 lectures by
Sydney Anglican Archbishop Peter
Jensen.
The book contains seven short chapters, each addressing key questions: Was
Jesus a failed prophet or a religious
genius? Can we believe in his miracles?
What about Jesus’ prediction of the
coming of the kingdom of God? Within
this framework, Jensen calls for a
national debate about the Jesus of the
Gospels.
His presentation is clear and forthright. He astutely raises questions about
the future of Jesus in Australian society.
While Dr Jensen affirms Australia as a
secular state, he engages with a multitude of prominent academics about

stand the Christian faith, and finally
embrace it. It is written in a good spirit,
and seeks to be sensitive to its Islamic
readership. Chapter 3 on misunderstandings about Christianity is well-handled.
This should be particularly helpful to a
Muslim who is inquiring about
Christianity.
Having said this, there are a few qualms
that might be expressed – there is an
overemphasis on free will, perhaps in reaction to Islamic fatalism; in discussing
Christ as a prophet, Steer almost immediately refers to his deity from John 1:1
when it might have been wiser to lead up
to this, for example, by first referring to
“one greater than Jonah”; to refer to
prayer, the Bible, the Church, and witness
as the four Christian pillars is probably
misleading to the Muslim who is surely
likely to interpret this as parallel to the
five pillars of Islam (the five Muslim pillars are the confession of Allah as the only
God with Muhammad as his prophet,
alms-giving, prayer, fasting during
Ramadan, and pilgrimage to Mecca); and
to refer to the wine of the Lord’s Supper

as grape juice is somewhat misleading.
Finally, to concede that Muslims reject the
crucifixion on historical grounds is simply
wrong. They do so on theological
grounds; they simply assert that God
would not allow such a terrible thing to
happen to his prophet.
But if you can find Muslims willing to
read about Christ, this booklet is an
almost ideal starting point.
Peter Barnes is books editor of AP.

Engaging with Islam
A Training Course for
Christians
DVD lectures & notes
Samuel Green
Reviewed by Terry Baldwin

I

have just completed going through this
excellent new training course for
Christians. I have been researching Islam
and its teachings for a few years now and
can confidently say that this home grown
material is just what the doctor ordered. It
will give anyone who completes the seven
sessions a good start on the road to understanding Islam and build confidence and
skills to reach out to Muslims with the
Gospel.
Samuel Green who put this material
together has done his homework in
choosing just those areas that need coverage for a good grounding on this subject.
This is not simply a set of lectures that
you can just idle through without your
thinking challenged and your mind exercised. You will be taken to the very heart
of Islam.
This is a must for every Christian, with
the only exception being those who have
something better – and if that is the case
please let me know, as to my knowledge
we have nothing like it in Australia.
Samuel Green has obviously not
taken his motivation from the prospects
of financial gain, as the $20 price demonstrates. I happen to know that he was
advised to charge $80, given the labour it
involved. God has raised up men and
women who are sounding an alarm to
the church that she be prepared and
active. The DVD is available via the
Internet at http://www.engaging-withislam.info.
Terry Baldwin worships in the Anglican
church at Greenacre, NSW, and helps Peter
Barnes at UWS.
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Reading backwards
Only afterwards can we see God’s providence.

A

n encounter with a friend from my
teenage years reminded me of the
wise and pithy words of the
Puritan writer John Flavel: “The
providence of God is like Hebrew words
— it can be read only backwards.” I was
leaving a restaurant in my native town in
Scotland one day and there was my friend
being helped along by his elderly mother.
His condition was just as someone had
hinted to me. His had been one of those
active, energized, intense spirits; but now
his powers had been wasted by a serious
car accident.
To my intense delight he recognised
me, and for a moment the old energy
seemed to surge into his being. Just as
quickly it subsided, like a light bulb fusing
in the moment of illumination. It was as
though the sight of a friend from the past
had deceivingly invigorated him, only to
remind him immediately of his terrible
infirmity. His gesticulations had always
been one of his chief characteristics. Now
the look in his eyes, the movements of his
hands and body all created a wistful
melody in the minor key. He was the one
who had given me the first Christian
books that ever made a real impression on
me; who had poured out his own lifeenergy to befriend me and teach me.
Of this, and other experiences in life, I
have sometimes thought, “it just does not
seem to make sense”. At such times,
Flavel’s words have often comforted me,
and helped me to readjust my myopic
spiritual perspective. They have reminded
me to fix my mind and heart on God’s
wise, gracious, and sovereign rule, and on
the assurance that He works everything
together for His children’s good, so that I
do not inquire too proudly into why I
cannot understand His sovereign purposes.

O

f course one occasionally meets
Christians for whom the Lord’s purposes are “all sewn up”. They know
exactly what He is doing, and why He
does it. Such comprehensive wisdom is
difficult to dislodge; but sadly it is the precocious wisdom of the immature
Christian who has not yet learned that
while “the things revealed belong to us

Sinclair
Ferguson
and to our children”, there are also hidden
and secret things that “belong to the Lord
our God” (Deut. 29:29). God’s ways and
thoughts are not ours. We never have
them “taped”. We can no more read in
detail God’s secret purpose for our individual lives than we can understand
Hebrew if we try to read it from left to
right. To imagine we can is to be suffering
from a form of
spiritual dyslexia.
Many
One great reaChristians
son for this prinhave discovciple is to teach us
ered that obeto “Trust in the
dience to what
Lord with all our
they believed
heart and lean not
to be God’s
on our own
will seems to
understanding”
(Prov. 3:5). So
have led to
perverse are we
great personal
that we would use
difficulties.
our knowledge of
God’s will to substitute for actual daily personal trust in the
Lord himself.
Flavel’s Law (if we may so speak of his
wise words) has widespread relevance for
Christian living, but is particularly important in four ways:
First, the big decisions. It is true of the
big decisions of life. God does guide His
people, and leads them in the right paths
(Ps. 23:3). It is a great thing to come to a
major decision with the assurance that it is
His will. But we would be mistaken to
imagine that we therefore knew in detail
the reasons behind His plan. Many
Christians have discovered that obedience
to what they believed to be God’s will
seems to have led to great personal difficulties. Only later do we discover that
God’s purpose in leading us to a new orientation or situation may have been very
different from the extrapolation we made
from the first points we saw on the divine
graph of our lives.
Second, the tests. It is true of the tests
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of life. We struggle to endure them for
what they are in themselves. After the
event we are relieved to have them at our
back. But in fact earlier testings are often
preparation to strengthen us for later
ones. Only when we have been brought
through the later one does the earlier one
more fully “make sense”.
Third, the tragedies. It is true of the
tragedies of life. We will not fully see their
place in the divine economy in this world.
Their ultimate explanation lies beyond
our personal lives and even beyond time
(think of Naomi’s triple bereavement in
Ruth 1, and how that led, in the slow
unfolding of God’s purpose to Ruth’s
conversion, marriage, motherhood, the
coming David and finally the birth of
Christ).
I have no special insight into God’s purpose in the life of my friend; but that He
has a gracious purpose is beyond doubt,
however opaque it seems at present.

F

ourth, the whole. It is true of the
whole of life. As C.S. Lewis illuminatingly put it, only when someone has died
do we see his/her life in its completeness.
But even then we catch only a fleeting
glimpse of what will finally be made manifest. The ultimate unfolding awaits the
day when “I shall know fully, even as I am
fully known” (1 Cor. 13:12).
Has it ever struck you that our Lord’s
words in the Upper Room had long-term
as well as short-term significance? “You
do not realise now what I am doing, but
later you will understand.”
Sinclair Ferguson is professor of systematic
theology at Westminster Theological
Seminary. This article was previously published in Eternity Magazine, May 1988. ap
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